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ABSTRACT

British thought during the second half of the nineteenth

century was dominated by scientìfic naturalism: the cult of

scientif.ic thought and of a scientifically governed universe seemingly

enshrined by Daruin's The Origin of Species ('1859) ' and energetically

propagated by writers such as T. H. Huxley, John Tyndall, Herbert

Spencer, G, H, Lewes, and Leslie Stephen in both the intellectual

reviews and in works intended for a more popular audience' Even at

oxford, the bastion of intellectual conservatism, it seemed by the

lB70's that metaplrysì cs and theology had col lapsed under the onslaught

of these champions of the "scientific method", of rclativism and of

agnos ti ci sm.

Many thinkers, hourever, were profoundly disquieted by the

unìverse of perpetual flux which was being triumphantly described to

them. A universe ruled only by the inexorable determinìsm of scientific

'laws without any anthropomorphic principle of order seened intolerable'

although few actually desi red a return to the old certainties of

Christjan orthodoxy' hlhat t^las required was an intellectual synthesis

capable of transcending both Christianìty and scientific naturalism'
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The essayist l¡laiter Pater (1839-94) vras one of the British

writers who spent the last decades of the ninetêenth century searching

for such a synthesis' Pater went up to oxford shortly after the

publication of The origin of species and the establishment of scientific

naturalism as the nevl intellectual orthodoxy. His early essays were

pubiished in the t860's and '70's when the cult of science was at the

peak of its pr€stige. Many of them first appeared in the þ¡!gþ[!]¿
Review which was one of the chief vehicles for the dissemination of

scientific natural ism. The predominant characteristics of "Coleridge"

(1866) and the "Conclusion" to Studies in the History of the Renaissance

(ì873) were a sense of flux and of the relative nature of all experi-

ence. Pater was one of the few literary figur€s to publicly wel come

the rout of religion and of metaphysics by science.

He was also the friend of leading British Hegelians like James

Stirlìng, Henry Sidgwick and the Master of Balliol , Beniamin Jowett.

His later works clear'ly reflect the growth of Britìsh interest in

Hegel's phìlosophy which was takíng place from the middle of the 1860's'

In comnon with other British Hegelìans of the period Pater saw Hegel's

idea of a world-spirit as a possible principle of order beneath the

flux of experience and as a way out of the ciaustrophobic impasse of

scientific naturalism. He differed from them in that his motivation in

this, as in his earlier affirmation of the principles of scientific

naturalism, was the creation of an aesthetic.
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[^lhereas " in ear'l ìer works, scientifi c natural ism provided the

means for Pater to assert the autonoÍV of aesthetic perception wìth

.its emanc.ipation from a1 I preconceived orthodoxies, and from christian

moraìity in particular, Hegel later enabled him to simi larly elevate

this aesthetic above the contingencies of scientific laws, Pater was

closely associated with the Pre-Raphaelites and their charnpionìng of

art; he was a seminal influence both upon the Aesthetic Movement of the

1880's and upon Wilde, Yeats and Èhe young poets of the 1890's' all of

whon looked on hin as a leading champion of "art for art's sake"'

The study of Pater's work jn comparison with that of contempo-

raries like G. H. Lewes and Leslie Stephen' as well as with his more

purely Iiterary and artistic contemporaries, forms an important chapter

in the jntellectual h.i story of nineteenth-century Britain, This thesis

consists of an examination of Pater's work in relation to Victorian

scientific naturalism. The first chapter, vrhich suEgests various

reasons for the primacy of scientific naturalism between lB50 and 
.l900,

is followed by an analysis of the theories on which the cosmology of

its proponents was based. Both chapters end by stressing the crucial

signìficance of what Darwin seemed to be saying ìn The Origin of

Species. In the second part of the thesis there is a detailed study of

the development of Pater's thought from a relativism conditioned by

scientific naturalism in the 1860's to the more complete synthesis he

had achieved by the early 1890's. Throughout his life Pater was

essentially concerned with asserting the integrity of art in its owt
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right and its independence of the dernands of other disciplines, whether

religious or scientific. Although Romantjc writers iike t¡lordsworth

and Shelley had earlier proclaimed the superiorìty of the creative

powers of the imagination over the rationalizing processes of the

inteltect, they had not had to contend with what Pater's generation saw

as the inexorable triurnph of scientific naturalism. The historical

sìgnificance of Pater is to be found in his attempt to develop an

aesthetic by first utilizing and then by transcending scientific

n atural i sm.
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P RE FACE

0ne of the most distinctive features of Engiish intellectual

history during the nineteenth century was the attempt made by various

thinkers to comprehend the whole of human existence in tenns of

scientific laws. This attempt represented the culmination of a process

which had begun in the seventeenth century t^ti th the work of Bacon'

Hobbes and Locke. That it reached its climax during the second half of

the nineteenth century can be attributed to three principal reasons'

The first of these reasons was the tr€mendous growth during

the previous hundred years of both the application of science to

technology, and research and discovery in the natural sciences them-

selves. The second reason v,,as the growth of the concept of a "science

of society". Since the ìater eighteenth century a wide range of

supposedly scientifi c approaches to the study of nan and socìety had

been emerging. These developments in the fields of economics, po1 iti-

cal theory, and psychologyr t,,rê Y€ primarily associated with the names

of Adam Smith, Jereny Bentham and Thomas Malthus. During the first

half of the nineteenth century the "scientific method", as it was knom,

was being util ised by principatly German scholars in the field of
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theology. German Biblical criticism was becoming knounr in England

during the 1840's as part of the emerging "science" of history. Under-

'lyìng these intel lectual developments was the assumption inherited fron

eighteenth-century thought that a progressive improvement of the human

condition lvas taking place as a result of the applicatjon of scientifi c,

and therefore rational , methods of thìnkìng to the state of man and

society. This idea of progress became particular'ly influential in

England in the 1840's as a result of the dissemination of the theories

of Auguste Comte's Positive Philosophy by writers such as John Stuart

Mill and George Eliot. The third and crucial reason for the impact of

scientific thought t^ras the establishment of the theory of biological

evolutjon on a scientific basis in Charles Darwin's rc_Orjgi!-gl
Species which was published in 1859. Darwin seemed to have finally

demolished the traditional "argument from design" by which the hier-

archical order of the universe was seen as an exemplum of the benevolent

orderìng pouer of a Creator. In one fonn or another this view of the

universe had persìste! in turopean thought since the time of Plato.

During the decades immediately following 1859 an eloquent and

distinguished group of writers was engaged in vigorously publicizing

Darwin's findìngs as the crot^ining proof of a scientifically governed

universe. These wri ters ranged from professional scientists like T. H.

Huxley and John Tyndall to men of letters Iike Leslie Stephen and G. H.

Lev,ês. Their scientism was accompanied by a strongly expressed dislike

of all forms of metaplysics and by agnosticisn in matters of religion.
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The most conprehensive term to describe the exclusiveìy scientìfic

'interpretation of existence propagated by this otherwise amorphous and

diverse group is "Victorian scientifjc naturalism". In using this te rm

to characterize their thought I am following the example of Frank

Miller Turnerin his itluminating v',ork Betwee4 Science and Religion:

The Reaction to Scientific Naturalism in Late Victorian England (New

Haven and London , 1974).

Although the cult of science was a widespread phenomenon ' which

penneated various levels of Victorian society, there we re many who felt

themselves unable to hail the dawning of the scientific millenium with

the enthusiastic tones of a Huxley. A universe denuded of all absolutes

and entirely determined by the btind and arbitrary processes of scien-

tific laws was intolerable to thenr. The banishment of rnetaphysics and

theology attempted by the proponents of scientific naturalism caused a

cri si s in Victorian thought.

The early essays of l¡lalter Pater published during the high-water

mark of scientific naturalism in the .1860's 
and 1870's were an attempt

to resolve this crisis. Pater was searching for a means of transcending

a universe of Ímpermanence and flux through art and the cultivation of

an aesthetic sensibil ity. Pater t^tas one of the first writers to accept

fuliy the principles of scientific natural ism. Although his work was

fully within the Romantic tradition of asserting the creative powers of

the imagination against the rational and analytic processes of the
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ìntellect, he was in a different situation from that of Romantics like

l,lordsworth or Shelley, as he had to contend with a seemingly omnipotent

science, He al so di ffered fron a contsnporary like Matthew Arnold by

virtue of his wi lling acceptance of the intellectua'l dìscipline of

scientific naturalism without any nostalgic hankerings after past ages

of faith and universal order.

Throughout his life, in both ear'ly and later essays and in

longer works, Pater was essent'ially concerned with the building of a

personal cosmology which would be acceptable both to the needs of his

imagìnation and the demands of his intellect. He was greatly helped

in his efforts to create such a synthesÍs by a revival of English meta-

physìcs due to an interaction of the Darwinian idea of evolutíon and

the Hegelian idea of an ever-developing world-spirit' The growth of

the influence of Hegeì in England from the middle of tü¡e 1860's helped

Pater, as it helped ìncreasing numbers of his contemporaries, to

formulate a spirit of order and a system of value in the universe

capable of transcending the empiricism and relativism of scientific

n atural i sm.

This work is a study sf the ideas which made up Victorìan

scientific naturalism and of the influence of these ideas upon the

thought of Wàlter Pater. It is a study of his thought in relation to

certain aspects of the intellectual history of his age. Although its

object ìs historical ratÌìer than critical it is not always possible to
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separate the thought of a deljberately aesthetìc writer like Pater from

the means by which his thought is expressed in literary form' As well

as using historical studies I have therefore drawt freely on works of a

more purely critical emphasis where such works have raised points which

seem appl i cabl e.

The first part of the thesis consists of an examination of

Victorian scientific natural ism' In Chapter One I have suggested

various reasons why scientific thought t^tas in the ascendant in Britain

during the second half of the nineteenth century. Huxley, Stephen and

their fellow pubtìcists for the cause of science ue re ridìng the crest

of a wave of scientific and techno'logical advance and this wave was

also associated with social and po1 itical progress. The 
.l860's 

and

early '70's were the heady days of both scientific naturalism and of

the Gladstonian Liberaì Party, 0n public platforms, in popular works,

and in the intellectuai reviews the cause of science against religious

and intellectual conservatism was being tirelessiy proclaimed with

'lucidity and wit. Although the proponents of science frequently dis-

agreed among themselves they presented to the public an impressively

united fron t.

Ghapter Tvlo atteflpts an analysìs of the principal theories on
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which they drew for their public arguments. hlhile few of these thinkers

could be described as posítivists in the Comtean sense of the word, they

all shared the desire to extend posìtive or scientific methods of

thought into all areas of knowledge. The history of the concept of

"naturalism" is traced from its seventeen th- cen tury origins through to

ìts usage at the end of the nineteenth century. John Stuart Mill pro-

vided the most influentìal and comprehensive expression of its spirit

in his insistence on the universality of scientific laws. This philo-

sophìcal concept was used to support a model of nature based on three

actual scientific theories: Dalton's atomic theory; the law of conser-

vation of energy; and the theory of evolution as exenplified in both

the nebular hypothesis in physics and in Darwin's theory of natural

selection in bi ol ogy.

Natural selection, the final and authoritative refutation of

the old "argument from design",was the apotheosis of naturalistic

thought. It was the culmination of both the seven teen th- cen tury

scientific revolution, and of the attempts by various thinkers from

the last years of the eighteenth century onwards, to extend the

naturalistic approach from the physicaì sciences, where it had been

established by Newton, into other areas of knowledge. The crucial

significance of Darwin was that he t^tas the first scientist to be able

to construct a theory of exi stence whi ch stood up without any divine

control ling hand. Such order as there vlas in the universe was entirely

the product of chan ce.
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The second part of the thesis concentrates upon the inter-

reactìon between scientific natural ism and the development of ì¡jalter

Pater's thought. A short biographìcaì sketch of Pater is followed by

a survey of the three principai elements in his intellectual develop-

ment: aestheticism, scientific naturalism and Hegelian idealism'

Scientific naturalism and the Aestheti c Movenent both had their roots

in eighteenth-century thought: the former in the French philosophers

and the latter in Goethe and the German Hellenists. While the eleva-

tion of art to the status of a religion by adherents of aestheticism

'lìke Pater and Matthew Arnold owed much to the influence of the

eighteenth-century Germans and their contemporaries' the English

Romantics, an even greater impetus was given to it by the seemjng

coi lapse of two earlier reactions to naturalistic thought' Both the

Anglo-Cathotic theology of the Oxford Movement and the Romantic idea

of nature had been trounced by the "scientific nethod"' The need to

provide a new philosophy for life in a constantly changing world was

even more urgent for Arnold and Pater than ìt had been for the German

Hellenìsts. Unlike Arnold, Pater was able to look for this new

philosophy without any nostal$ic hankerings after past oÉthodoxies'

He embraced Darwinian thought with the enthusiasm of a Huxley'

The Origin of Specles influenced Pater in two principal ways'

It led him, on the one hand, to the strict atomism and celebration of

the flux of experience characteristic of hìs early essays' and, on the

other, to an historical relativism which enabled him to see the points
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of aesthetic perception which stood out in the flux as contributìng to

an evolutionary process of intellectual development. His ability to do

the latter was chiefly the result of the intermingling of Darwinism and

Hegelian philosophy which was taking place in British thought during

the 1870's. The biological theory of evolution in nature became

associated v',i th Hegel's idea of an ever-developing world-spirit. In

the two chapters which follow I have attempted to trace how Pater

changed from celebrating the flux of scientific naturalism as an end

in itself to seeing it as contributing to the constantly evolving

wor'ld-spirit which underlay the flux.
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PART I

SCIENTIFIC NATURALIlM

"The universe, that is, the whole mass of all
things that are, is corporeal' that is to say'
body and hath the dimensions of magnitude,
nanely tength, breadth, and depth; al so every
part óf the body is likewise body' and hath
tire like dimensions, and consequently every
part of the universe ìs body, and that whìch
ìs not body is no part of the universe: and

because the universe is all, that whi ch is no
part of it is nothing and consequently nowhere'"

Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, London' l65l 
'(oxford, Tq¡õ'f;-Þ: 440'

"Science is to me not a mass of disconnected
information, but the certainty that there is
no change in the universe, no motion of an

atom, and no sensatìon of a consciousness
which does not come and go absolutely in
accordance l''li th natural laws; the certainty
that nothing can exist outside the gigantic
mechanism of causes and effects."

Hugo Mtlnsterberg, cited T. E. Hulme '- Further SÞeculations, Minneapol i s,
rcr5-_1. 

"7. 

_--__

"The purpose of nature is to make men uniform'
as children of a common mother."

Spinoza, cited A. 0. LoveioY'
The Great Chain of Being, Cambridge,me2.
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CHAPTER ON.E

THE PRIMACY OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT IN ENGLAND I85O-I 9OO

It is extrenely diffi cult for a person lìving in the second

half of the twentieth century to share the tremendous optjmism about

the potentialities of science and the scientific riìethod felt by many

Vìctorians. George Bernard Shaw, who was born in 1856, once referred

to himself as belonging to the "generation which began life by hoping

for more from science than perhaps any generation ever hoped before,

and possibly will ever hope again."l Science, as G. M. Young has

rvritten, had "touched the imagination by its tangible results"2 in

early vìctorian England. These tangible results rapidly and extensively

mu lti pl ied during Victoria's reign.

Since the seventeenth century, through scientific experiment'

scìentists had been congratul.ating themselves upon discoverìng a

perfectly ordered system of nature to aid man, but it was during the

hundred years from 1750 to 1850 that a new world based on science was
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spectacularly born, The integral part p1 ayed by scientific technology

in the Industrial Revolution was paralleled from the 1790's by an

enormous growth of research and discovery in the natural sciences' The

publication of Char'les Darwin's The Origin of lpecies in ì859 was but

the culmination of a tradition of research ained to understand the

entirety of existence in scientific terms, whìch had begun with his

grandfather, Erasmus Darwin's Zoonomia in .l794 
and 1796. Scientific

undermining of the Mosaic account of the Creation began with Charles

Hutton's Theory of the Earth in .1795 
and was continued in Charles

Lyell's Principles of Geology (1830-1833) and Robert Chanbers's

tremendously influentiat Vestiges of Creation, publ ished anonymous ly

'in 1844.3

The popularìzing of scientific theories was stìll possible

during thìs period; the essentìal theories of science could be under-

stood by a reasonably educated mid-Victorian I ayman without any training

in advanced mathematics. Science was intimately related to public

affairs, from the Public Health campaign in the early years of

Victorìa's reìgn to the moverent towards more efficient farming after

the repeal of the Corn Laws and the problems caused by German industrial

conpetition from the 1870's. Scientists themselves were becoming

increasingìy p rofess i on a l i zed, and wìth professionalization' came

emancipation from the conservative influences of theology and aristo-

cratic patronage. The characteristìc eighteenth-century figure of the

squire or parson who was an amateur scientist was superseded by the
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professional scientist attached to a university or scientific institu-

tion. Scientific education increasìngìy developed. The formation of

the British Association for the Advancenent of Science in lB33 was an

important step in this direction.

If the tangible achievements of scientists were one reason for

the prestige of science in mid-Victorian England, then the association

of science and scientific thìnkirig was another equally important reason

for this prestige. During the Enlightenment of the eighteenth century'

the Baconian idea of discovering the laws of nature by. empirìcal

observation had been extended to cover the study of human society. The

French philosophes taught that the Iatter could be transformed through

the applìcation of intellect to its problerns and discrepancies.

"scientific" and "rational" becane synonymous in the eighteenth century

when Englìsh radicals like Tom Paine and hlilljam Godwin on the one hand,

and Jeremy Bentham and Janes Mitl on the other, looked for a rational-

izing of society in accordance with the laws of natuüe or the principìe

of utjlity. The most important development in nineteenth-century

intellectual history was "the extension of scientific assumptions and

nethods from the ptrysical world to the whole life of man"'4 This in

turn was associated with the widely supported belief in the upward

progress of man and society as a natural process, a cult which was

partly the child of the Romantic ideaiization of the noble potential in

man and,partly of the EnìightenÍEnt and t.,lhig vìew of English history as

propagated by historians iike Thomas Babington Macaulay.5
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The emerging concept of a "science of society" was ch:iefly a

product of French thought. Thinkers lìke De Maistre' Saìnt Simon and

Fourier had been prompted into social speculations by the overthrow of

old institutions during the French Revolution' The most influential of

these fathers of social science in the nineteenth century was Auguste

Conte.6 He started from Saint Simon's two premises; that polìtical

phenomena we re as capable of being grouped under scientific Iaws as any

other phenomena¡ and that the true task of philosophy was the social

one of reorganizing moral , religious and political systems.T hlhat

distinguished Comte from his contemporaries and made him so tremen-

dously influential in the nineteenth century was his real isation that

the social order could not be trans forned until

"all the theoretic conceptions that belong
to it have been rekindled in a scientific
spìrit, and maturely gathered up into a
sy stenati c,,gh ol e with the rest of our
knowìedge.

This "systematic whole" was to be based on his "law of the three

stages" - the foundation of his philosophy of history, expounded in

his Phiiosophie Positive published between 1830 and 1842. He believed

that l¡lestern thought had passed through tvlo necessary stages; the

''theological", when society was seen as having a supernatural founda-

tion; and the "metaphysical " when defe ren ce to the divine had been

yeplaced by deference to abstract concepts, such as natural right and

popular sovereignty. The third necessary stage in social evolution was

to be the "scientific" or "positive" stage. The natural sciences had

already progressed to the positive stage, but sociology still retained
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conceptions from the two earl ier ones. The study of society had there-

fore to be brought 'into the same homogeneous whole as chemistry and

physics.9

Comte's essential prerequisite for progress was the synthesis

of all knowledge in a scientific spirit. All rnetaphysi cal explanations

of the nature of things were to be disclained as pre-scientific. It

was imposs ible to pass beyond 'phenomena' or the direct derivations of

observation and generalisations concerning these observations to a more

ultimate reality. Phenomena t'le re to be explained by scientifi c laws of

which they were an instance. Knowìedge increased jn proportion to its

approximation with the forms of explanation which had been achieved in

the physìcal and natural sciences. Philosophy had to be transformed

into science. The idea of synthesizing knowledge in accordance with

scientific làws was extreÍÞly attractive to scientif.ically minded

intel lectuals who iinked scientific enlightennent with social reform,

and who saw re1 igious orthodo¡y and institutions as obstacles to

progress. Eng-ììsh radicalism in both the working class tradition of

Tom Paine and in the Philosophic Radical tradition of Jeremy Bentham

had contained strong elenents of anti-clericalisn but many Victorian

intellectuals ca[E to reject the basic theological tenets of Chris-

tianity on ethical grounds, Fi rs t-generat i on Victorian agnostics like

George Eliot, F. !,1. Newman and.J. A. Froude prepared in part by the

rational ism.of the eighteenth-century philosophes, had found that

orthodox Christian doctrines like 0riginal Sin and êternal damnation
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for sinners were tota'l ly incompatibìe with thejr melioristic view of

man. Scientific developments in geology and bìo1ogy, and the appli-

cation of scientific methods to refute the claims of theologians pro-

vided indispensibte ammunition for an attack on the ethical implications

of Christian orthodo¡y.10 Herbert spencer, for instance, repelled as a

young man by.Christian vlorship and practìces, emotionally rejected the

religion of his childhood long before scientific thinking could have

provided him with any justification for so doìng.ll

In this sense, then, the popuìarity of science reflected a

deeply ingrained need fon an expìanation of the universe which was more

in accord with ethical expectations. John Stuart Mill, who came the

nearest of any Engl ish thinker to setting out Conte's conclusions in

their entìrety, published his System of Logic in .l843 with the purpose

of providing" in Leslie Stephen's words, "a logicai armory for al 1

assailants of established dognatìsm."l2 The methods estabtished by

Newton were now to be extended to analyze the 1aws of human behaviour.

Evidence of comparable strength and val idity to that provided by the

natural sciences was to be provided by the new 'scientific' discipline

of history. The critical study of primary sources, including the Bible'

by means of the Higher Criticism of German writers like Strauss, vlas

adopted by British Historians such as H. T. Buckle and J. R' Seeley'

and by scientifically-minded theologians such as the Broad Church

authors of the controversia'l Essays and Reviews (.l861)'
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Mill's System of Logic laid the basis for a "true positivism",

according to John Morley, by estabìishing "at the bottom of men's

minds the habit of seeking explanations of a1 I phenonena in expenience

and building up from the beginning the great positive principle that

lle can only know phenomena, and can only know them experientially. "13

Herbert Spencer, in hìs First Principles (.1852), while claimìng much

of the phi losophic domain for science, relegated certain questions to

what he called the "Unknowable". Building upon the "Development

Hypothesis" of Chambers's Vestiges of Creation, Spencer sought to

encompass the behaviour of alì phenomena within one al l-inclusive

principìe of movemen t from the homogeneous through the heterogeneous to

the homogeneous again, The keynote of this "Synthetic Phi losophy", as

he cal led it, u,as "survival of the fittest". Spencer's speculations

on the operation of an evolutionary process in nature preceded by seven

years Daruin's scient,ific verification of the sanp process. Adapting

Lamarck's theory that all animais instinctively try to adapt themselves

to their environment, Spencer argued vigorously that humans ìnevitably

becanp less and less predatory as they fully adapted themseìves to the

needs of social life. Progress was "not an accident but a necessity"

and it.tlras inevitable that evil and ìmmoral ity would disappear and man

'tA
woul d be conn perfect.'-

Although evolutìonary ideas were thus prevalent well before

1859, the real significance of The 0rigin of Species vras that it
scientifically proved the existence of avolution in nature, while
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appearing definitively to contradict the traditional metaphysi cal

assumption of an ordered universe. 0rder there was in Darwin's uni-

verse, but it was an order begotten of chance interyeactions and

variätions in the life of species.ls It was this predominance which

chiefly caused the shattering effect of The 0ri9in on the Victorian

reading public. And it was precisely this element of chance which

gave a firm scientific sanction for a frontal assault on the preten-

sions of theology and metaphysics, The old eighteenth-century alliance

of science and religion, "the argunìent from desìgn", based on the

Newtonian concept of God as a kind of Divine Mechanic' u,as not,rl com-

pletely utenable. Darwin's findings could not disprove God's existence

by destroyìng the old argument that the presence of design in natural

processes gave logicai proof of the existence of a benevolent super-

natural beìng behind thÍs design. But what they did do was ctr'ucially

to undermine the only argument in favour of God's existence which had

any appeal for those who accepted the positivist doctrine that aìl

knowìedge derives from the observation of natural processes. It there-

fore followed that a positively-minded person should rest content tl'ti th

the characteristic agnostìc doctrine that the ultimate reality of God

could neither be discounted nor proved.

0ver a hundred years before Darwin, David Hume had argued that

'it was impossible to conclude the existence of a supernatural being

from the.observation of natural processesr but his arguments had been

largeìy neglected in Britain in favour of the argument frorn design as
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re-formulated in l¡Jilliam Paley's Natural Theology (1803). But it was

only after reading Darwin that people I ike T. H. Huxley came to read

Hume and to apprecìate his argunents.

Huxley, in faet, had the distinction of first using the te rm

"agnostic" in print. This was in his essay on "The Physical Basis of

Life" which was published in the Fortnightly Review in 1869, John

Morley, the editor of the Fortnightly at that ti:me, later compared the

controversy caused by this essay with the stir that "in a political

epoch" had been made by Swift's Condlst of the Allies or Burke's

Reflections on the Revolution in France.

"No article that has appeared in any
periodical for a generation back
excited so Þrofound a sensation as
Huxley's memorable paper. " 

lo

The agnostìc position of writers Iike Huxley and Leslie

Stephen was based partly on Darwin and partly on two very important

theories expounded by Mill in his System of Logic. The first of these

theories was phenorenalism: the idea that rnan can only have knowledge

of phenomena through experience; and the second, his law of causality

(the relation of cause and effect). The latter is defined by l,riebster's

Dictìonary as

"the familiar truth that invariabi lity of
succession is found by observation to
obtain betv'¡een every fact in nature and'
sone other fact which has pr€ceded it.""
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These two ideas enabled scientifi c concepts to be applìed to

any area of intellectual endeavour nþrely by reducing the subject

matter -- whether it we re physica1 nature, mind, art, socìety or

morals -- to phenomena. Any rel ìgious belief that could not be sus-

tained by verifiable empirical facts became a legitimate target for

the agnostic challenge of writers like Huxìey and Stephen. Agnosticìsm

was a means of banishing certain rnetaphysi cal remnants in practical

scientific research. This was particularly so in psychology where meta-

physical terminology like "soul" plagued those who wished to turn the

dìscipline into a positive science. Rather than being a theory of

knowìedge, agnosticism was a cultural stance. As Frank Mi'l ler Turner

points out, it was by asserting that man lacked sufficient knowledge

to decide whether the unìverse was material , spirìtual , or ruled over

by a deity, that the agnostics were abìe to reject "a culture and

cultural values that depended upon ansu,ers to such questions." The

positivist theory of knowledge combined with the agnostic standpoint

tou,ards issues inaccessible to thi s knowledge "constituted the primary

'intellectual apolog[y for both the necessity and the adequacy of an

entirely secular cu l ture. "l8

Looking back on the period which saw the foundation of the

positivist Fortnightly Review in .l865, Morley wrote of a " common

readiness" in tle publìc mind "to extend an excited we I come to expla-

nation, whether of species or social phenomena, by general lau,s, at

ùhe expense of special provjdence."l9 l.lriting on "The Dread and Dislike
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of Science" in the Fortnightly in 1878, G' H. Lewes looked to the

extension of science into all fields of knowledge, and castigated the

opponents of this as obstructing tle essential progress of civilization'

"llle are slowly beginning to recognize that
there may be a science of History, a science
of Language' a science of Religion, and in
fact, that aì1 knowledge may be systematized
on a common l{ethod. The facts of the External
Order, whìch yield a Cosmology, are supplemented
by the facts of the Internal Order, which yield
a Psychology, and the facts of the Social
0rder, which yieid a Sociology. These are
a1 I comprised in Science The
Prìnciples which have guided us successfuìly
in the first are to be follou,ed in the
others. The three classes of facts are
all facts of Experience, so far as they
are known, and must all be tested, classified
and systematized by the sane rules. Those,
therefore, ulho sneer at Science, and would
obstruct its djffusion, are sneering against
the effort to make al1 knowledge systematic, t^
and are obstructing the advance of civilization."-"

Instead of calling for a purified faith Iike previous critics of

rel igion, the men of science were saying that ethics were not intrin-

sicaìly related to religion, that religion itself was a survival of

primitive animism, and that a rel igiously-oriented culture should be

replaced by a scientifically-directed culture dominated by scientif-

'icaììy minded nen. Vìgorously arguing the cause of science and

scientific thinking in books, periodica'ls and on public platforms

ranging from university lecture rooms to lt4echanics' Institutes, they

constituted the most eioquent and jnfluential group on the Victorian

intellectual scene in the second half of the centur"y. Their numbers

included professìonai scientists 1ìke Huxley, Professor of Biology at
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the Royal College of Mines and Darwin's chief apologist; John Tyndal1'

ptrysicist and superintendant of the Royal Institution; l,l. K. Cl ifford,

a mathematician at University College, London, and Sir Francis Galton,

the eugenicist and statistician. A related coterie comprised the

English followers of Comte: John Morley of the Fortnightly, the chief

organ for the dissemination of positìvist ideas; G. H. Leu,es, positivist

historian and psychologist; J. S. Mill, the nost distinguished British

commentator on Comte; and H. T. Buckle, the leadìng practitioner of the

scientific approach to historical studies. Lesl ie Stephen tatas pre-

eminent amongst men of letters and essayists pleading the cause of

science and agnosticism, while on a more popular plane Herbert Spencer

was the most renowned exponent of "Synthetic Phi losophy" and the

"Development Hypothesi s ".

Combining scientific research, polemical wit, and literary

eloquence, they possessed a strong moral commi tment to the advance of

scientific knowledge which probabìy owed as much to Thomas Carlyle's

cal I for a new social and intellectuai elite, an aristocracy of talent,

as it did to the theories of comte.2l They rnade a firm stand in favour

of functional scientific education agàinst reiigious orthodoxy, received

opinion, and classical education. Their purpose was to create a secular

climate of opinion that wouìd enable scientists to penetrate the

institutions of education, industry, and government in the cause of

material progress and the social anelioration of the nation. As Huxley

lectured to a group of workìng nren in ,I866 
"0n Improving Natural
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Knowledge", it was

"Our highest duty to recognìze the
advi sabl eness of inproving natural
knowledge, and so to aid ourselves and
our successors in our course toward thg,
noble goal which lies before mankind.""

Their trenendous zest and ebullience bombined with their wide

range of interests and contacts enabled then to spread their gospel of

the benefits of scientific endeavour to audiences rìght across the

social spectrum. They combined the cnitical mentaìity of the eighteenth-

century philosophes with the fervour for popular instruction which had

inspìred working class radicals since the days of Tom Paine, through

the Chartist period into the era of I'lechanics' Institutes, 0wenite

Halls of Science, and the publications of popular scientists like

Chambe rs .

Their influence was at its height during the 1870's but its

effect was being felt from lB43-4 on when Miil's Logic and Chambers's

Vestiges were being published, B etv'/een then and 1859, inportant works

by G. H. Lewes, George Eliot and Harriet Martineau came out' The

Fifties were, in the famous words of G. M. Young:

"a tine of preparation; of deep-seated
folding, straining and faulting: old
strata and new shifting against each other
into fantastic and preãarious poises."23

The forces of the Church of England and 0xford, bastions of intellectual

conservatism and religious orthodoxy, renained strong durìng this decade,
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despite the trenBndous shock caused by the defection of their greatest

intel lect, John Henry NeuÍnan, to the Roman Cathol ic Church in 1845.

The l860's we re the crucial decade in the confrontation between

agnostic scientific naturalism and religious conservatism. The Origin

of Species was followed by the I iberal Anglicanism of the author of

and Reviews (1861), v'tho argued jn favour of an accommodation

between theology and science; conservative attacks upon Bishop Colenso'

another I iberal cleric; and the publication in 1865 of !99_!9ry,
J. R. Seeley's humanistic tife of Christ, Most significant of all uere

the Oxford Museum Debate on Darwinism between Huxley and the High

Church Bìshop !'lilberforce in l86l , and the founding of the Fortnightly

Review in ]865 to propagate positivist ideas. 1869 savr the founding of

the l4etaphysi cal Society, whose members t,'te re the most eminent figures

of cultural , inteliectual , and public life, to consider the bearing of

scientific naturalism on norality, society, and the social order.

Itþmbers included Gladstone, Bagehot, Ruskin, Tennyson o Stephen, F. D.

Maurice, Cardinal Manning, Tytdal l, Huxley, and Cl ifford.

Frorn ühe lE60is a1so, with the formation of the first Gladstone

Ministry and its policies of disestablishing the Irish Church, opening

the Universities, and abolishing church rates, the secular cause became

specificaìly associated with a po1 itìcal movement. Before then, as

Noel Annan poiints out, the supporters of rel igious orthodoxy and

intellectual conservatism were weak phiìosophical ly, but politicaì1y
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vlere far stronger than their critics.24

It was the 1870's which savr the triumph of science and the

secularization of large segments of i nforrrìed opinion. All of the serious

periodicals of the Seventies were fuìl of attacks upon the battered

corpse of theology. Morley compared the Victorian Reviews, particularly

the Fortnightly, as central sources for "the fresh fìowing currents of

thought and debate," with the Encyclopddie for the eighteenth century

and the Ì^,ritings of Port Royal for the seventeenth.25 He quoted A. tl.

Benn, who in his History of English Rationalism (.l906) chose 1877 as the

year in which nineteenth-century rationalism reached "its most intense

expression." Morley wrote that it vras in the latter half of that year

that nearly every number of the Fortnightly contained "an attack by

some powerfui writer, either on theology as a whole, or on some generally

accepted article of theoìogicai belief."

"Everything that the illuminating explanation
of all things on earth and in the heavens
above the earth could be stretched to bring
within its sphere, was pressed through our
ordeal . Evolution was passed on from the
laboratory and the study to the parlour, and
the eterna'l riddles that a dozen years before
had been proposed and answered, and then in
their crudest form, in obscure debating
societies and secularist clubs, now lay upon
the table with the popular magazines. When
ail this free-spoken and extremely competent
dissent from orthodoxy came to be found in
company with ideas on social and political
renovation of various sorts, the combination
awoke a trifle of discontent in the old hands
of the po'li ti cal world."

As an example of this disçontent, Morley cited Frederick Harrison's
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as an "incendiary publ icatjon". Some of his own papers on National

Education were "thought to indicate a deliberate plot for suppressing

the Scriptures" in schools,26 This period during which Mill's Logic

becane what Leslie Stephen called "a sacred Scripture for Liberal

intellectuals"ZT was also the era of the agitations of the Reform

League, the 1867 Reform Bill, and the emergence of the working-c1ass

franchise with .an organized proletarian identity. The o'ld working-class

atheist and free thinking tradition had absorbed the creed of Secularism

as propagated by George Jacob Holyoake and Charles Bradiaugh. Secular-

ism" made up from elernents of popuìar science and positivi sm, had a

marked effect on working-class education and opinion and was one of the

parents of .the Labour Movement. As Beatrice l¡Iebb mentions in lvl¿

Apprenticeship (1926), Halls of Science were sprìnging up in working-

class distrlìcts in the 1870's and lBB0's. She wri tes of how Bradlaugh,

"the fearless exponent of scientific materialism and the 'Fruits of

Philosophy', was the most popular demagogue of the hour." Despite the

opposition of the Establishment of Church and State he imposed himself

on the House of Commons by force of character and widespread popuiar

support, forcing it to abandon the theologica'l test for membership.

ùlebb argues that during this period it looked as if whole sections of

the elite of the British proletariat "would be swept, Iike the cor-

responding class on the Continent, into a secularist movement."28

Riding tle cr€st of this wave of secularism and science were
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the scientific thinkers themselves. Looking back on her youthful

friendship v'r'i th Spencer, Huxley, Tyndall, and Galton, ùbbb wrote:

"For who wiìl deny that the ren of science
vlere the leading British intel lectuals of that
period; that it vras they t,rrho stood out as men
of genius t,rtith international reputatìons; that
it was they who lrtere routing the theologians,
confounding the mystics, imposing their theories
on phi l osophers, thei r inventions on capi taì ì sts,
and their discoveries on rnedicai men¡ whì1st they
were at the same time snubbing the artists,
ignoring the poets, and even casting doubts
on the politicians. "

It was, she deciared, difficult to understand in the light of the Great

War, "the naive bel ief of the most original and vigorous minds of the

'seventies and 'eìghtìes that it was by sc.ience, and by science alone,

that all human misery would be ultimately swept away.;'29

l¡lalter Pater was concerned with the artists who vrere snubbed

and the poets who were ignored by the "men of science',. In order to

understand how his justification of .inlaginative thought relates to this

scientific tradition, it is necessary to attempt an analysis of the

Victorian scientific wor1d-view of the cosmology of the "men of science"
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CHAPTER TI'¡O

THE COSMOLOGY OF VTCTORIAN SCIENTIFIC NATURALISM

What impressed the Victorians about the public advocates of

science was their sìngle-minded devotion to its advancement, their

unan imous convi ction that

"in the struggle of life with the facts of
existence, Science is a bringer of aid; in
the struggle of the soul vrith the mystery l
of existence, Science is a bringer of light,"'

They were, in fact, far from being a monolithic group. Their

confident, controversial , and sometimes arrogant publ ic tone reflected

their zeal for scientific enlightenment; but in private they were nore

ìntrospective, even self-doubtjng, and none of them embraced all of the

scientific ideas and attitudes with which they were associated in the

mind of the public. Morley recaìled that in the ear'ly days of the

Fortn ightly:

"People quarrelied for a short season whether we
shouid be labelled Comtist, Positivist, Naturàlist.
They were conscious of a certain concurrence in
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the writçrs, though it rllas not easy to
define. "2

Positivism is hardly suitable as a generic tenn because few of these

thinkers accepted the whole of Comte's system and followed his lead in

speculating on the nature of society in the positive stage. The

Britìsh empirical tradition was perhaps too strong to allow for the

advocacy of a system characterized by T. H. Huxley as "Catholicism

minus Christianity". Both Spencer and Huxley, tr,,o of the most influen-

tial proponents of scientific naturalism, strongly objected to their

own ideas being label led as positivist.3 Even those iike Frederick

Harrison, who professed positivism, never became complete disciples

of Comte. In his methodology, J. S. Mill probably came closer to Comte

than any other English thinker. According to Morley his object, like

that of Comte, was "to extend positive modes of thinking to the master

subjects of morals, politics and rel igion" but, unlike Comte, he

refrained from any "premature attempt" to decide what would be the

r€sult of this "much needed extension". Mill was content to do as nuch

as possible "to engender the positive spirit and tenper.,,4 It was this

"positive spirit" rather than any wish to inplement Comte's highly

systematic and occasionally esoteric schemes for the re-ordering of

society which inspired most of Mill's admircrs. The most inclusive

phrase to describe the world-view of those who sought the extension of

the "positive spirit" is "Victorian Scientific Naturalism,', For

historicaì reasons, outlined in the first section of this work" this

scientific movement was particularly Victorian. "Naturaljsm" and
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"natural jstic" were the tenns most frequently used to denote the move-

ment by the close of the nineteenth century,5

Although the term r'naturalism" taas chiefìy given currency by

A. J, Balfour's Tle loundations of Belief (1895), the concept stemmed

from the seventeenth century and in particular from Locke's theory of

primary.qualìties which had "emphatìcal 1y" opposed "what is real to

what we make for ourselves - the work of nature to the work of the

mind."6 Knowledge for Locke was only 'real' when there was "a confor-

mity betv',een our ideas and the real iùy of things." "The mind begins as

a sheet of white paper, void of all characters, without any ideas,"7

Aìl knowledge was founded on experience. l^lhiie an object could never

be known dîrectly, an observer could know that "the thìng as it is in
itsel f" resembled certain primary qualities which could be sensed in it,
nameìy "bulk, figure, numbers, situation and motion. "B These primary

qualities t,rteye contrasted with secondary qual ities such as colours,

sounds, and tastes which only existed in the perceiver's mind.

This external world of nature could be described through what

Bacon called "the opening and ìaying out of a road for the human under-

standing direct from the sense, by a course of experìment carefully

conducted and built up."9 it was a worid of matter and motion;

Descartes had said "Give me extension and motion and I will construct

the universe" and this was. decisively summarized by Newton in

Mathemati c_al Principles of Natural Philosophy:
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"A1l energy is reduced to kinetic energy,
the energy of motioni al I quaiitative
differences in the world to quantitative
differences of the size,^shape and speed
of particles of matter" lu

The entry under I'Naturalism'r in the 1911 Encyclopaedia Britannica

similarly refers to knowledge being gaìned through systematic obser-

vation of the physi cal wor'ld, a world which can be reduced to "a

mechanism describable in terms of matter and motion."ll

This entry in the encyclopaedìa" written by the Cambridge

psychoìogist and philosopher James Ward, refers to "the use of the term

Naturalism in the present day" being maìnly determined by "the anti-

thesis of natural to spiritual or ideal . A1 1 our knowledge is

confined to the phenomenal." hlhat distinguished the Victorian movement

from other phi losophies of pure experience or from Kantian or Humean

phenonrenal ism and made it scìentifically naturalisti c u,as that "it
derived its repudiation of supernaturalism and idealism and its new

interpretat,ion of man, nature and society from theories, methods and

categories of empirical science rather than from rational analysis."l2

Knowledge acquired through the "scientific method" was the only real

knowiedge and it was knowledge which becare more adequate as it

"approximates the forms of explanation which have been achieved by the

most advanced sciences."l3 Naturaì istic writers used this idea to

enable them to formulate what they considered to be a complete

"}leltanschauung" that "separates Nature from God, subordinates Spirit

to Matter and sets up an unchangeable law as supreme."l4
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The most complete statement of this new [^le]tanschauung was

that given by Mì11 on what he considered to be the essential nature of

posi ti vi st phi i osophY.

l,.Ie have no knowledge of anythìng but
Phenomena; and our knowìedge of phenomena

ìs relative, not absolute. l¡le know not
the essence, nor the real mode of production,
of any fact, but only its relation to other
facts jn the way of succession or similitude.
These relations are consÈant; that is, always the
same in the same circumstances. The constant
resemblances which link phenomena together'
and the constant sequences which unite them
as antecedent or consequent, are termed thei r
laws. The laws of phenomena are all we know
respecting them. Their essential nature and
their cauies . . , are unknown and inscvvtable
to us, ".l5

only knowledge that lvas reai was thus that which cou'ld be quantified

terms of constant and universa'l laws.

It was this "great conception of universal regular sequence,

without partiality and without caprice", reinforced by Milì's law of

causality, which George Eliot described in 1865 as "the most potent

force at work in the modification of our faith, and of the practicai

form given to our sentiments." As Eliot pointed out, "it could only

grow out of that patient watching of external fact, and that silencing

of preconceived notions, which are urged upon the mind by the problems

of physical science."l6 Not, as l.l. R' Grove remi nded the British

Association for the Advan cement of Science, in 1866, that continuity

was anything nevr. t'lhat had happened vlas that the seventeenth-century

concept of universal natural activity had been extended to chemistry'

The

in
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pfìysics, biology, psychology, medicine, and the emerging science of

sociology. As Huxley pointed out, the value of the extension of this

principle vlas "to narrow the range and loosen the force of men's belief

'in spontaneìty, olin changes other than such as arise out of that

definite order (of nature) itself."lT

By the 1870's this concept of continuity was being used by the

exponents of scientific naturalism to support a model of nature based

on th ree seminal theories of nineteenth-century science, These theories

were Dalton's atomic theory, the law of conservation of energy, and

evol uti on ,

"All three doctrines are intimately connected,
and each_is applicable to the u,hole physical
cosmos. " l 8

Spencer employed the three theories

phenonena in terms of Matter, Motion

states so conci sel y:

for "the interpretation of all

and Force. "19 A, F. M. Turner

"Reduced to the common denominators of evoìving
matter and energy, all natural phenomena could
be explained mechanically and interpreted with-
out reference to Ggfl, supernatural agencies, or
independent mi nd. "'u

Dalton's atomic theory of matter provided the primary exampìe of the

continuity of physical nature. Tyndaì ì, Huxley and Spencer and the

psychologist Alexander Bain, used ìt to popularize an easily visual ized

picture of matter composed of small, round, soiid, indestructible

particles from partìcular arrangenents of which came all the material
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manifestations of the physìcal wor1d.

The law of conservation of energy explained the operation of

the mechanisn which was portrayed as nature by the atomi c theory. By

appearìng to prove that the mechanism of nature was closed to all

external interference because the amount of energy in the universe

remained constant throughout all transformations of atoms, it cate-

gorical ly delineated vlhat vlas naturally possible. Tyndall wrote in

186 1:

"The proteus changes, but he is ever the same;
and his changes in nature, supposing no
miracle to supervene, are the expressìon, not
of spontaneity, but of physical necessity
the principle of conservaljon is - no creationl
but i nfini te conversion."¿l

Thi s had immense significance for contemporaries. As supernatural

interference lvith the course of nature by miracles, spirits, or God

would have to involve the introduction of new energy into the universe,

it is plausibìe to argue, as does Tumer, that this law was more

destructive to the supernatural interpretation of nature than lvas

evol ution by natural selection.

Evolution was based on the nebular hypothesis in physics and

Darwin's theory of natural selection in biolog5r. Spencer and Tyndal1

were the chief advocates of the nebular hypothesis, They used it to

explain the universe as a continually developìng process of matter and

energy through time. Spencer defined evolution in ljlg!-l4lg!-ûgå:
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"Evolution is an integration of matter and
concomitant dissipation of motion: during
which the matter passes fron a (relatively)
'indefinite, incoherent homogeneity to a
(rel atively) definite, coherent hetero-
geneity; and during which the retained ,)
motion undergoes a parallel transfon¡ation.""

In conjunction with continuity, atomism" and the conservation of energy,

this t.heory of physical evolution enabled naturalistic writers to

suggest that the human mind was perhaps no mor€ than a manifestation

of atoms and en ergy.

The theory of deveiopment ascribed to physical forms by the

nebular hypothesis rvas extended to biological organisms by natural

selection. Changes ìn organic structures could similarly be reduced

to rearrangenents of matter and energy independent of any super-

natural agencies. Dan¡in himself, of course, disclaimed any anti-

rel igious element in his work. As Morse Peckham points out "Darwinism

is a scientific theory about the origins of biological species from

pre-existent species (and) tte mechanism of that process," and should

be distinguished from economic, moral , or psychologicai theories which

claim to be supported by The 0rigin.23 In this respect evolution by

natural selection was on'ly the final , a1 beìt the authoritative element,

in a much broader natura'l istic synthesis of man and nature that had

been emerging since the late eighteenth century.

The impact usually associated wìth Darwin, Huxley, Spencer and

Tyndail u,as part of a larger movenÞnt which embraced a number of
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natural istic approaches to the earth and to man in util itarianism' in

population theory, in geoìogy, phrenology, psychology, and in theology

itself. The util itarian theories of Bentharn, the Mills and their

followers involved the application of natural laws to men and moraì ity

while Thomas Malthus's Essay on the Principle of Population, as it
affects the future improvement of society, with remarks on the specula-

tions of Mr. Godwin, M. Condorcet and other writers (.l798) had cal led

the benevolence of both nature and man ìnto question. Nature was

cruel , and vice, war, misery and famine were unavoidable consequences

of her laws unless man restrained his sensual appetites. Progress was

only to be achieved through ppinful struggle and thrift. This

Malthusian spectre cast a great shadow over the benevolent and

harmonious image of naturÊ propagated in [,lilliam Godwin's Political

Justice (1793) and l'Jilliam Paley's Evidences of Christianity (.l794)

and Natural Theology (l803). Paley was, in fact, the last representa-

tive of the eighteenth-century tradition of natural philosophy based

on design and harnony which was replaced by scientific naturalism,

His ideas inspired the twelve-volune Bridgewater Treatises on. the Power,

b'lisdom and Goodness of God, a! 1qanifested in the Creatb (1833-36).

By the 1830's, when the Bridgewater Treatises were being pub-

'lished, the word ''science'r had largely replaced I'natural philosopty" as

a designation of the study of nature, while the arguÍìent from design

itself had been decisively undermined by Charles þell's Principles.of

Cþology (1830-1833) which brought into question divine intervention in
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nature through catastrophic upheavals,24 such as those descrjbed in

Genesis. Chambers's anonymously published Vestiges of Creation [1844)

provided the speculative basis for the British debate on évolution,

particuìar'ly as this developed in the work of Spencer. In the Vestiges,

Chambers drew on another naturalistìc tradition about man and animals

and argued that phrenology demonstrated that the principle of the

uniformity of nature should extend to nan's mind and brain. This idea

was aìso expounded by the 0xford Professor of Geometry, Baden Powell.

The primary source for Victorian phrenology, George Combe's The Consti-

tution of Man, Considered in Relation to External Objects ( 1828) , was

selling 2,500 copies a year in 1843, and had sold 100,000 copies by

1900.25

Controve rsy over the Vestiges was, if anythìng, nore heated than

that caused later by Darvjn. By 1880 it had sold more than 2,500 copdes.

Darwin himself made reference to the lvay that its author's "powerful

and briiliant style" had given it "immediately . , . a very v'tide circu-

I ation . "

"In n¡y opinion it has done excellent service in
thi s country ìn call ing attention to the sub-ject, in removing prejudices, and in thus pre-
paring lhe ground for the reception of analogous
views ] "26

Progress in geological science during the first half of the nineteenth

century was an essential prologue to the successful fonnulation of a

theory of biological evolutjon. Since the seventeenth century those

physical phenorena which were inexplicable on scientific grounds had
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been accounted for by divine intervention. It was therefore inevitabie

that as the sphere of science expanded, that of theology receded, there

beÌng fewer empirical illustrations of God's immediate control over the

physical worìd. The Origin of Species represented the final defeat of

an argument which had started to run into difficulties as soon as

geologists brought scientific npthods to bear upon the development and

hi story of nature.

Although there had been major controversies over LyelI's

geology and Chambers's evolutionism, it vlas Darwin's scientìficaìly

reputable arguÍEnt that came as the weightier blow. His findings were

necessarily fatal to the idea of God as craftsman and overseer, as

Francis Darwin pointed out in her biography.

"l^Ie can no longer argue that, for ìnstance,
the beautiful hinge of a bivalve shell must
have been made by an intell igent being, like
the hinge of a door by.man. There seems to
be no nore design in the variability of
organic beings, and in the action of naturai
selectigq, than in the course which the wind
blows."¿/

A great chasm seened to have opened up betv'een God and nature. Darwin

introduced the idea that order had been created by mere chance in the

world, and the metaptrysicaì significance of this seemed appal ling to

mäny Victorians. It was felt that the whole edifice of traditional

social , ethical , and theological values was at stake. The natural

selection theory was revolutionary in that it was able to stand without

any supernatural elenent, It consequently became the central point in
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the debate on the philosophic basis of scientific enquiry which loomed

so ìarge in the 1860's and I870's. It was chiefly thanks to Darwin

that in his Presidential Address to the British Association in Belfast

in 1874, John Tyndall wàs able to claim that science had the unre-

stricted right to investigate all of nature.28

Darwin was one of a chain of thinkers who had extended scien-

tific procedures into fields where they had seened to be quite inap-

plicable. Copernicus, Galileo and Newton had destroyed the supposition

that the terrestial and the celestial belonged to different orders of

reality. and Harvey and Descartes had shown that mechanical processes

were to be found within the human body. Darwin showed that species

were no exception to the processes of change characteristic of physical

objects, and that man was not as unique as the Bible wouìd have him

bel ieve.29

In terms of this study the chief significance of The Origin of

Species was that by ìntroducing the idea that chance begets order, it
decisiveiy undermined not only Christian theology but the conplete

netaphysical structure of European thought since the tiÍìe of Plato,

The concept of a Great Chain of Being ascendìng in an ordered hierarchy

from the lowest fonns of life through man to God had survived

eighteenth-century sceptics like Voltaire, who, while degrading the role

of Christ, still accepted the traditional metaphysi cs of a rational

universe. At the end of the eighteenth century, the Great Chain had
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become temporalized to include the notion of progress; but the universe

was still seen as rational . Natural theologians following Paley, and

Romanticists foìlowing Wordsworth and Coleridge, had core to see the

universe as a symbol of divinity, The anguìsh caused by Darwin was as

much the result of his seeming scientifical 1y to contradict both the

rationalist and romanticist world-viewsr as by hìs chal ìenge to

theol ogy,
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PART I I

I^IALTER PATER

"Reason is the enumeration of qualities
already known; imagination is the perception
of the value of those qualities, both
separateìy and as a whole Reason is
to imaginatìon as the instrument to the
agent, as the body to the spirit, and the
shadow to thê substànce. "

P. B. Sheìley, A Defence of Poetry,
Lon don, lEilll30-4];-p:-3.

"He wrote of me in that extravagant style
he had learnt from Pater."

l,I. B. Yeats, "The Phases of the Moon",
Collected Poems of l,l. B. Yeats,W
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CHAPTER ONE

LIFE AND l¡l0RKS

l¡Jalter Horatio Pater vras born ìn .l839 into an oid Catholic

family of Dutch extracti on ,htli ch had come to England in the traìn of
'I

Wiliiam of 0range.' The Fren ch portrait-painter Jean-Baptiste Pater

t^las numbered among his ancestors. Aìthough it had been a family

tradition for sons to be brought up as Roman Catholics and daughters

as Anglicans, l¡lalter's father, a Dr. Richard Pater, left the Church

before his mamiage, and so llalter and his short-lived elder brother

were the first male Paters not to be brought up as Catholics.

At the age of fourteen Walter went to King's School , Canterbury.

Shortly before entering Queen's Col lege, Oxford to read Greats he carne

under the influence of John Ruskin through reading the latter's Modern

Painters (.l846-60). University vacations were spent with his sisters

in Germany where he acquired the sound knowiedge of Gennan, and of

Hegel in particular, which was ìater to stand hin in good stead.
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After graduating in 1862 he took rooms in Oxford High Street

and coached private pupils. In the following.year he was elected to

the 0ld Mortality, an essäy group which flourished in Oxford betlveen

'1858 and 1865 and whose ran ks at the tine Pater joined included the

Hegelian philosopher Edward Cajrd and the poet Algernon Charles

Swinburne. A.childhood meeting with the great Tractarjan John Keble

had insti.lled in Pater the ambition to be corne an Anglican priest.

This ambition persisted, much to the shock of his friends, even after

he had lost his Christian faith. As late as 1864 when his interests

had becone what Ednund Gosse called "mainly philosophical" he considered

becomring a Unitarìan minister.2 These theocratic ambitions were finally

abandoned in 1865 when he was elected as a non-clerical fellow of

Brasenose, thanks chiefly to his knowledge of German phi losophy. As

Gosse puts it, "his ear'ly visits to Germany led hin to value alI things

German . " 
3

In .1865 
he visited ltaìy for the first time, in the company of

his former pupil, C. L. Shadwell, later a fellow and provost of Oriel .

Visits to Ravenna, Pisa and Florence were to powerfully colour Pater's

intellectual deveìopment. His first publication, an essay on Coleridge,

appeared in the Westminster Review in 1866, where it was followed by

a study of the eighteenth-century German Helienist l¡linckelmann in 1867.

He became a frequent contributor to the major periodicals of the day,

particularly the ForÈnjghtly Re vievr, "Leonardo Da Vinci",.the first of

the essays whi ch later made up his seninal S
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the Renaissance (.l873),was pubìished in the Fortnightly in .l 
869.

From 1869 Pater also became associated with the Pre-Raphaelite

group of painters and poets and their successors in the Aesthetic Move--

ment. Oscar l¡lilde, in particular, hailed Pater as one of the founding

fathe rs of aestheticism, and through l,lilde, Pater became a potent

influence on young poets of the 1890's such as l^1. B. Yeats. Yeats

described in his Autobiographies how Wilde praised The Renaissance

during their fi rst meeting:

"It is rly golden book¡ I never travel any-
where without it; but it is the very flower
of decadence: the iast trumpet shoqld have
sounded the moment it was written."4

Pater continued to live with his sisters in Oxford durìng these

years of success. Long vacations I^¡e re spent abroad, usuaì1y in France

and Germany. His full-length novel Marius the Epicurean, the story of a

young Roman in the age of Marcus Aurelius, appeared in 'l885. According

to Gosse, "Modern humanism has produced no more admirable product than

this noble dream of a pursuit through life of the spirit of heavenly

beauty."5 From 1886 to lB93 Pater 'l ived in Kensington but he returned

to Oxford for what was to be the last year of his life. He died in

Juìy 1894.
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CHAPTER Tl¡10

THE ATSTHETIC MOVEMENT, SCIENCE AND HEGEL

The Aesthetjc MovenenÈ t,las contemporaneous with the high-water

mark of scientific naturaiism in the eighteen-sixties and 'seventies.

The phrase I'art for art's sake" had originaliy been used by the French

writer Theophile Gautier in the .l830's. it was first used in England by

the poet Algernon Charles Swinburne in his work on l¡lilliam Blake, pub-

lished in 1868, and achieved the status of a cult as a result of Walter

Pater's adoption of it in the "Conciusion" to his highly influential

Sludies in the History of the Renaissance, which appeared in 1873, It
received widespread currency thanks chiefìy to the public posturings

of the painter James McNeill l,lhistler and of Oscar l.lilde in an" tttO1:s,

As an artistic and literary moverent English aestheticism was

somewhat amorphous. It can be seen as partly emergìng from the escapism

and idealized medievalism associated with the painters and poets of the

Pre-Raphaeiìte Brotherhood and as developing into the self-proclaìmed
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i'Decadence" of poets of the .l890's, notabìy Ernest Dowson, Lionel

Johnson and the poet-critic Arthur Symons. Although he rigorousiy dis-

sociated himself from the idea of ¡'art for art's sake'', Matthew Arnold

was a seminal influence on its development. As T. S. Eliot put it "the

total effect of Arnold's phi losophy þa.] to set up Culture in the
l

place of Re1 igion."' Thi s exaltatjon of the place of art in I jfe was

the chief characteristic of English aestheticism. In part it v'ras a

reactìon against the constrictjons of a Victorian moral code whose

historical basis was being progressively undermined by scientific

developments. It was! hohever, equally a reaction against the materi-

alistic determinism of scientists like Huxley and Tyndal l. "The more

materialistic science becomes", wrote the Pre-Raphaelite painter Edmund

Burne-Jones, "the more angels I shall paìnt."2

In common with the heterodoxy of Victorian Scientific

Natural ism, nineteenth-century aesthetici sm was bui lt on foundations

laid by eighteenth-century thinkers. But whereas, for instance,

Herbert Spencer had followed the French phiiosophes in rejecting

Christianity on ethical grounds, the chief criteria in the abandonment

of Christianity by Matthew Arnold and l^lLi:lter Pater were aesthetic.3

Arnold and Pater adopted the accents of l,rlinckeimann, Schi l'ler and Goethe,

the Gennan "Hellenists" of the late eighteenth century, whose works vlere

attracting considerable attention in England by the 1850's. The German

Hellenists had sought for a cosmology or a myth more in keeping with

the dìgnity of man than the Christian, but as their standard they had
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appealed to 'beauty' rather than to the 'truth' of the rnajor figures of

the Enl i ghtenment.

Writing in the 1790rs, Friedrich Schiller had cited the ancient

Greeks as exarnples of perfected humanjty, who had blended feeling and

thought in a way denied to modern man by the failure of socìety and

relìgion. His appeal to the Hellenic spirit was echoed seventy years

later by Matthew Arnold in Culture and Anarchy (1867). The best art and

poetry of the Greeks, Arnold wrote, went beyond Christianity" or indeed

any religion in listening to "all the voices of human experience," In

working towards the ideal of "a harmonious expansion of all the powers

which make the worth of, human nature, whether manifested in beauty, in

hunan nature, or in the re1 igious spirit, it formed an essential

bulwark in the 'nrechanical and extemal' civilisation of the nineteenth

century."4 The problem, as Walter Pater saw it, .in his essay on

Wilckelmann publ ished in the same year, was whether this ideal could

"be communicated to artistic productions which contained the fulness of

the experience of the modern world" and whether it was a viáble propo-

sition in "the gaudy, perplexed light of modern life."5

Like German Hellenism, the Aesthetic Movemen t v,ras an attempt to

introduce sone neu, source of value into a society which was increasingly

becoming awaye o in the words of Arnold, that its accumulated inheritance

"of institutions, established facts, accredited dogmas, customs, rules',

did not bear a significant relation to the needs of the nodern world.
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Arnold saw.the growth of this autareness in the work of Goethe as."the

awakening of the modern spirit."6 Bet!,reen the world of Arnold and

Pater and that of the German Hel lenists there was, however, a crucial

djfference. In the words of David J, De Laura in his important work

Hebrew and Hellene in Victorjan England: Newnan, Arnold an.d Pater

(Austin, Texas and London, 1969) : "There hovers over much Of Arnoid's

and Pater's work the intimidatÍng specter (sic) of 'science', stern,

unrelenting" equipped by Huxley and others, with a superseding
1

'morality' of its own. "' De Laura calls "the sotidifying or!;thodoxy

of scjentific naturalism" an obstacle which seemed to preclude any

return to.either historic, supernatural Christianity, or to the

"natural supernaturalìsm" of Goethe's conternporari es , the Engtish
o

Romanti c poets, "

In the 1830's and 1840's, John Henry Newman and his fo'l lowers

in the 0xford Movement had sought to defend the Established Church

from the attacks of Utilitarians and tllhigs by emphasizing its pìace in

the historic Catholic Tradition and the efficacy of its theology and

its sacranents. The 0xford Movement had in turn given birth to the

Ritualist Movement which had sought to return to the Church of England

all of the beauties of pre-Reformatìon ceremony. Since Newnan's

generation" however, John Morley noted in his 1873 review of Pater's

The Renaìssance "science had come." The ideas of the generation which

follov¡ed were formed by Mill's Logic and the positivist Grote's History

of Gfêêce (1846-56). "The aesthetic spirits !,re re no longer able to find
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rest in a systefi associated lvith theology," Morley claimed. Then, he

utent on, came the critic John Ruskin and the Pre-Raphaelite painters,

Swinburne, l.lilliam Morris "and now lastly a critic like Mr. pater, al1

with faces averted from theoìogy." 0f Pater he commented on the fact

that "a serious writer should thus raise aesthetic interest to the

throne late1y filled by re1 igion, only shows how void the old theologies

have be come . "9

It was also as a result of science that nature couìd no longer

be seen as the Romantìc poets had seen it, a symbol of divinity "the

emblem of a mind/That feeds upon infinity

.... a mind sustained
By recognitions of transcendent power,
In sense conducting to ideal form. ".l0'

In Book XIV of The Prelude, Wordsworth had described nature as thus

exhibi tjng to "bodily sense":

*å.;ro, ;n;"'oi ir,åt' gi o.ilÎ: ?äHÎ;;
That higher minds bear vri th them as their own.
This is the very spìrit ìn which they deal
llith the whole conþass of the univerie."ll

The recollections, 'spots of tjme', as he called them in Book XII of

the same work, which Wordsworth most valued, vre re those which recorded

how

"The mind is ìord and master - outward sense
The obedient servant of her will.,, lZ

For Pater, however, "the er<temal problem of culture-balance, unity with
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oners self" could no longer be achieved through "any joyful union with

the external world: the sËadows had grovrn too long, the light too

sol emn, for that. " 
l 3

Nature, as perceived by Tennyson in In Memoriam, (according to

Huxley, Tennyson was the first poet since Lucretius to have uhderstood

the drjft of science) and apparently confi nned by Darwi n, taas "red in

tooth and ciaw."l4 Such a vìew of nature vlas not mereìy the antithesis

of Romantic idealization. It went against the whole orientation of

European thought since the Renaissance. As A. 0. Lovejoy has pointed

out, quoting Spinoza, this had been towards making men "the children

of a common mother, Nature."l5 The apotheosis of this view in early

eighteenth-century Engländ had been expressed by Pope in his Essry on

Cri_ti cistrl ('l7lì), where nature was seen as an exemplum of the rational

ordering power of God.

"First follow NATURE, and your Judgment frame
By her just Standard, which is still the same:
Unerring Nature, stiìl divinely bright,
0ne clear, unchang'd, and Universal Lìght,
Life, Force and Beauty, must to a1 I impart, 1î
At once the Source, and End, and Test of Art."''

Far from seeìng nature as representing the nost fundamental category of

permanence, Tennyson saw it as being itself a part of the temporal

pr0cess,

"There rolls the deep where grew the tree.
0 earth, what changes hast thou seenl
There where the long street roars, hath been

The stillness of the central sea.
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, The hills are shadows! ànd they flour
From fonn to form, and nothing stands;
They meìt ljke mjst, the sol id lands 1-7

Like clouds they shape themselves and 9o.""

The scìentific viev', that ä1.l things, whether material or human,

ræ re in constant flux, rnetamorphosing under the inescapable influence

of a väriety of complex factors, seemed to make all truths and

absolutes relate to a particuìar moÍEnt only. It was the metaphysical

ìmpl ications of thìs universai ization of the spirit of 'laissez-faire'

which seemed so appalì ing to many Victorians. Engels succinctly stated

the terms of the dilemma in The Dialectics of Nature (.1873-1886) :

"Darwin did not know what a bitter satire
he wrote on nankind, and especiaìly on his
countrynen, when he showed that free competì-
tion, the struggle for existence, whìch the
econonists celebrate as the highest historical
achievercnt, is the normal state of the animal
llgcþm' "l B'

Recalling the spiritual anguish of the .l840's, with the challenges

posed by geology on the one hand and positivism on the other, J. A.

Froude described how everywhere: "the intellectual i ightships had

broken from their moorings, and it was then a new and tìring experi-

ence."l9 The situation in the I860's, during Pater's ear'ly years at

Oxford, was surnmed up by Arnold:

"There is not a creed which is not shaken,
not an accredited dogma, which is not shown
to be questìonable, not a received tradition
which cioes not threaten to dissolve."20

Although Arnold fuliy accepted ì,,hat David ,J. De Laura in the work
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already cited calls "the metaphysical enunciations of the Huxleyan

dìspensation" he deplored the cultural consequences of the abandonmen t
of Christian values which it involved, In an essay of 1864 entitled

"The Literary Influence of Academies", he referred to the "baneful

notion that there is no such thing as a high, correct standard in

intellectual matters; that every one may as well take his olln way."2l

Arnold, defining Culture as "the best, that has been known and thought",

saw it as a neans of restoring a standard.22 Traditional bel iefs and

ìnstitutions vle re no longer adequate as a basis for ethical conduct so

values from imaginative literature had to take their place, The

classics of European literature vver€ to be the foundation for the

European tradìtion of ethics and conduct no!,/ that its supernatural

foundations were gone. Apprehens'ive of the reiativism engendered by

scientific naturaìism, Arnoid continued to look back with deeply felt
nostalgia to when

"The sea of Fai th
l¡las on ce, too . at the f u l l

'in 'Dover Beach'. In this poem, which was first published in 1867,

Arnold described how al 1 ùhat he could now hear of that sea was "Its
mel ancholy, Iong, withdrawing roar."23

In common with Arnold, Pater sought to provide a new basis for

modern life but he shared none of the latter's nostalgia for a lost age

of fajth, nor any of his.reservations about the new scientific wor'ld-

view. Instead, he positively wel comed the dissolution of traditional
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absolutes into the flux of relatjyjty of knowledge. The flux was

celebrated in "The Conclusion" to his essays on The Réhaissance, while

in the essay "Pi co Della Mirandola" in the same vol ume he referred

dìsparagingly to the medievàl cosmology in accents similar to Huxley's.

After describing how for Pico in the fifteenth century, the world had

been a "ljnìted p'lace, bounded by actual crystal walls, and a material

fi nnament," Pater decl ared

"How different from this chi ldish drean is
our owlì conception of nature, with its

. unlinited space, its innurnerable suns, and
. the earth but a note in the bearn; how dif-

ferent the strange new av'/e, or superstition,
with which it fi lls our minds: 'The silence
of those infinite spaces¡ says Pascai con-
templating a starlight night, 'the silence of
thoie infinite spacãs teriifies rne.'u24

The tone of this essay first published in l87l , can be compared with

Huxìey's, in his 0¡ Improving Natural Knowl edge (1866):

"The naturalists find tltan to be no centre of
the living world, but olq amidst endless
modifi cations of life.uZ5

The confident tones of Pater and Huxley are unmistakably those

of men who had fully digested their Darwin. Pater, in fact, went up to

0xford in 1859, the year in which the mechanism of biological evolution

becarne a scientìfic certainty, and the influence of Darwin under'ì ies

alI of his work. Dan¡rin's work affected Pater's thought in two princi-

pal ways. The Origin of Species had, as Philip Applemen has said,

"simultaneously particularised and universalized n ineteen th- cen tury
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predìlections for re1 ativi5¡¡."26 In Pater's case thìs led, on the one

hand, to hìs adopting the strict empìricisrn of lúill's SyStèti_ of Logic

in the "Conclusion" to The RenàiSsânce and the essay on "Colerìdge"

(1866), and on the other to the eyolutionary reìativism of the

"historìcal method". Tle latter was a product of tlhig, Romantic and

scìentific ideas of development, It involved the study of all types

of socjal phenomena" institutions, practìces and beljefs as the product

of a particuìar environment at a particular point in tire. This

historicism, by which a1l things vlere seen as relative only for a

particular society at a particuìar stage in its evolution was described

by Pater in his late work Plato and Platonism (i893).

"In the intellectual world as in the organic
world the given product, jts normal or ab-
normal characterJstics, are determined, as
people say, by the 'environment' To put
Plato into his natural place, as a result from
antecedent and contemporary movements of
Greek specuìation, of Greek i ife generally;
such is the proper aim of the historic, that
is to^Say, of the really critical study of
hin." ¿ I

The historical approach was one of the chief ways in which the thought

of the nineteenth century differed from ùhat of the previous century.

Conte had held that the iack of any historical sense was the chief

deficiency of Condorcet and other eìghteenth-century precursors of

posìtìvism, According to Comte, Condorcet had over-emphasized the

supeniorìty of eighteenth-century culturê to all past cultures.

Condorcet had thus faì1ed to apprecìate the contributions of theocracy

and nedìeval feudalism to the historical process out of whìch
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eighteenth-century thought had evol ved.28

The seemìngly paradoxical way in which, under Darwin's

influence, Pater's relativisn could take the fonn of both a sense of

ìmpressionìstic flux and a historical sense of development and con-

tinuity is explained by the interminglìng of Darwinism and Hegelian

thinking in the 1870's, Evolutionary thinking spread to every branch

of knowledge after 1859. The adherents of philosophy, history' the

study of natureo and the criticism of art all attenpted to claim for

themselves the valìdity of natural science. But at the very tine thät

the jnfluence of evolution was being so extended, evolution itself was

being reinterpreted under the influence of Hegel . Pater described

this merging of the thought of Darwi n and Hegel in Plato and PlÈtonìsm,

"The entire modern theory of 'development"' was the product of "Hegel

on the one hand, to whom nature, and art, and poìity, and philosophy,

a¡ie and relìgion too, each in its long historic series, are but so many

conscious movements in the secular prccesses of the eternai mind¡ and

on t,he other hand of Dan¡in and Darwinism, for which 'type' itself
properly is not, but ìs onìy always becoming."29 Hegelian thought was

a form of metaphysical ideal ism, the other main tradition of nineteenth-

century philosophic thought besides that of scientific naturalism.

Maurice Mandelbaum has described metaphysi cal ideaiism as "holding that

nan has traits which destinguish him as a spiritual being and that

these are an expression of the ultimate nature of reality. "30 There

was a contjnuing strand of netaphysi cal idealism in England during the
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first half of the nineteenth century. This taas chiefly due to the

influence of Kant as described ìn the works of Coleridge, de Quincey

and Carlyle. Hegel , however, did not become widely known untjl the

1850's. Metaphys ics, along v'tith relìgious dogma, we re generally in

disrepute during Pater's early years at 0xford, while the writings of

Comte, Mill and Huxley increased jn influence. From 
.l865, 

however,

Hegelìan and metaphysicàì speculation came to the fore in the univer-

sitjes, The chief cause of this was the 1865 publìcation of James

Stirlìng's The_Secret of Hegel, Stirling's hìghly influentjal v,rork was

followed by tdil liam t,rlallace's The Logic of Hegel (1874), the first of

many English translations, Hegel's thought was dìsseminated by

Benjarnin Jowett, the master of Bal Iiol , and Jowett's pupits, the most

notable of whom, T, H. Green, led the subsequent Hegelian movement in

0xford. 1876 saw the establishment of Mind, the first journal in

Englìsh devoted to metaphysical speculation.

There were other signs of a resurgence of metaphysical ideal ism

durìng these years. The cosmic speculations of In Memoriam (.ì850) were

followed by a revival of interest in llilliam Blake, stimulated by

Swinburne's l868 study, Wordsworth and Goleridge had been praised by

Mjll himself in his Autobiography (18i3). The farne of Carlyle was

established in England in 1865 and lasted until his death in l88l .

Although he frequentìy criticized Coìerìdge's metaphysics, Carlyle was,

after the latter, "the most conspjcuous anti-Lockist, anti-Benthamist."3l

Plato v,,as being studìed by Jowett alongside Heget, while Alex Carnpbelì
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Fraser's book on the gr€at eìghteenth-century idealist Berkeìey

appeared in 1871 .

By 1869, an artjcle in MacMilla{r's Magazine called "Study and

Opinion jn 0xford" could describe the universìty as being divided

between two influences: "the one. . . in more or iess cordial

allìance with Comte's posìtive phiìosophy¡ the other, Gennan critical

theoìogy, and the pregnant speculation of Hegel." The first group

believed that "science will trace (man's) deepest thought in the

network of association to the simple impressions which he is ever

receiving from without."32 l"letaphysics was for them an iliusion; truth

was the discovery of verifiable facts for the advancement of man,

Their opponents in the second group regarded Hume's empiricisn and

scepticism as unsound, and ure re attempting to reconcile phiìosophy with

r€ligion.

Pater was associated with both groups, In the sixties and

seventies he was an adherent of the first group and his work shows

evidence of many of their prejudices. In the "Conclusion" to The

Renaissance he gave his version of the scepticism of David Hume; there

is a strong antinomian note in many of his earl ier essays. At the same

time, however, Pater was a member of a discussìon group called "The 01d

Mort.ality" whose other members inciuded the Hegelians T. H. Green

and Edward Cai.rd, as we l.l as the poet Swinburne. Pater read his essay
r .1.,

DiäÞhàieìte to the group ìn 1864,"" A rnetaphysìcal and occasionally
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rel igious note became more änd more pfo.ninent in Pater's later work.

This ideal ism reflected a growing reaction in British thought during

the 1880's agajnst the atomi sm and empiricism of scientific natural ism.

The nebulous character of Pater's work! t,rith its varying

degrees of impressionjsm and historicism reveals the disparate

influences of scientific naturàlism and metaphysical idealism. tJhat

seemed to be inherent contradictions in his work represent what

Frederic Harrison tem€d the "chaos of thought" characteristic of the

period.'- The bewilderment experienced by many Victonian intellectuals

in the face of the trsnendous "free trade" of conflicting ideas was

described by John Addington Symonds in a letter to a fniend: "The

nervous fluids of our brains, instead of being concentrated upon a

single thought, are dispersed through a thousand channels."35

Between the publication of Pater's first essays and the appear-

ance of his novel Marius the Epicurean in .1885, Britjsh thought had had

to assimilate both the positjvism, nelativism, and agnosticism of

scìentifi c naturalism, and the idealism of Hegelian metaphysics, To

study Pater's writings is to trace the process of this assimiiation.
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CHAPTER THREE

SCIENTIFIC NATURALISM AND FLUX

Pater's first years at Oxford were marked by his rebellion

agaìnst the r.e1ígious influences of his youth. Besides being friendly

with the v',ri ters and artjsts associated with Swìnburne, the Pre-

Raphaelites and "art of art's sake", he had nany agnostics and natural-

istic tLinkers for friends. John Morìey was a frequent visitor to

Pater's north Oxford horæ ¡ many of his early essays urere published in

the Fortnightly. Conservatjve oxford at this time had still not re-

covered from the loss of its intellectual lodestone after John Henry

Nev'Ínan's defection from the Church of Engiand to that of Rome in 1845.

The predominant theological tone ìn the university t,'tas that of the

latitudinarianism of Essays and Revi èws which subordinated rel igion to

the limits of positive knowledge. The influence of Miil and Comtean

positivism spread rapidly through the unÌversity during the 1860'.s and

netaphysics were generally out of fayour. Tyndal l 's essay on "Heat as
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a Mode of l9otion" (i863) and Huxiey's "The Physical Basis of Life"

(.l869) had revealed the possibllitìes of explaining phenomena in terms

of mechanical .processes. In an ìntroductory chapter to hís

Recoilections (192ì) entit'led "Spirìt of the Tine", Morl ey referred to

there be ing in the publìc mind "a common readiness to extend an excited

wel cone to explanation whether of species or social phenomena by

general lat^,s, at the expense of special providence."l

Pater's wrìting in the early 1860's was bound to be conditioned

by an awareness of science. One wrìter has described his "1ife-long

attempt" as beìng "in substance, to save and f ind some val jd sanction

for the rewards and fruits of culture on the terms imposed by scientìfic

naturalism."2 His defence of cuiture had, as its cornerstone, an

emphasis on the need for the arts to be disciplined by the methods and

I aws of s ci ence.

In his essay on "Styìe" (1883) , Pater described how "that

ìiving authorìty which language needs" iies in it,s scholars vlho are able

to isolate, t,rtith something of the method of an analytic scientist "that

very fastidious genius of its owì" whÌch every language possesses,

These scholars v'ê re able to "expand at once and purify its very elements,

vlhjch must needs change along wÍth the changing thoughts of tiving

people. " Ninety years before, Pater wrote in the same essay, l,lordsworth

had broken through "the poetic associations of a century."3 For the

last quarter of a cenÈury, Engi ish had been "assimi lating the phrase-
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ology of pictorial art; for half a century the phraseoiogy of the great

German netaphys ical noyement of eighty years ago; in part also the

language of mysticaì theoÏogy." Pater saw that its task for the fore-

seeable future might well be what he called "the naturalìzation of the

vocabuìary of science. ìn a liberal naturalization of the ideas of

science too." The chief stjmulus of good style was "to possess a full,
rìch complex matter to grapple with." Lìterary artists had, therefore,

to "be well aware of physical science."4

Thìs awareness of physica'l science was manifestly present in

Pater's earìy essays. In !'linckelmann which was first published in .l867,

he made reference to this "intiicacy, the universality of natural Iaw,

eyen jn moral order" as being "the chi ef factor in the thoughts of the

modern mind concerning itself."

"For us, necessjty is not, as of old, a sort
of mythological personage without us, v'rith
whom we can do warfare. It is rather a magic
web woven through and through us, I ike that
nagnetic system of which modern science speaks,
penetratÍng us with a network, subtler than
our subtlest nerves yet beari¡g in it the
central forces of the world."þ

The "nagic web woven through and through us" described by Pater can be

compared with "the web and woof of matter and force" refer.red to by

T. H. Huxley in an essay of 1860:

"Harmonious order governjng eternal ly
continuous progress - the web and woof of
matter and forcè ìnterweaving by slow
degrees t,lithout a broken thread, that
veil that Iies between us and the Infinite
- that universe which aione we know and can
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know; such is the piçture that science
draws of the worl d. "þ

Both Pater and Huxley \^,ere rllriting of the "great conception of univer-

sal regular sequence" v,rhich t,,as mentioned by George Eliot jn an lg65

essay in The Westminster þyiew, as the most potent intellectual force

of the day. This was chiefly based on Mill,s law of causality .in

phiiosophy and the nebular hypothesìs .in physics.T

ln the "Coleridge" essay of 1866, pater further describes the

workings of the "web" of necessity, as revealed by what he calls ,,the

sciences of observat ion. "

"Those sciences revea:l types of iife evanesc.ing
into each other by inexpressibie refinements
of change. "

Because of this, and because "Things pass into their opposites by

accumulation of undefinable quantitiesr" growth in these sciences had

consisted of a "continuaì anaìysis of facts of rough and general obser-

vation into groups of facts more precise and minute.,,

"The faculty for truth is recognised as a
power of distinguishing and fìxing deljcate
and fugitive detaii the relátive
spirit has invaded moral philosophy fram
the ground of the inductive scieñces."ö

This relative spirit was what primarily dist.inguished modern thought

from ancient phiìosophy and its ',abso1ute" conceptìons.

"To the modern spirit nothing is, or can be
rightly known, except relatively and under
conditions. "9
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In the words of John Stuart Mill, to which I have already referred

(p. 3l)"

"l,rle have no knor,Jledge of anything but
Phenomena¡ and our knowledge of phenorenajs rei ative, not absolute. "

As a consequence of this reiativism, absolute or transcendental know-

'ledge nust be a fanciful illusion. Colerìdge's restless scheming to
uapprehend the absolut,e" was "an effort of sickly thought that saddened

his mind, and timited the operation of his unique poetic gift,,'10

Therefore, according to Pater, there could be no "acquiescing in a

facile orthodoxy" as he stressed in the "Conclusion,' to his collection

of essays on The Renaissa¡ce (1873).ll A sense of mobììity, of the flux

of things, was the essential attribute of pnoducts of the intellect.
l^lith reference to Mill's Autobiography in the Fortnightty in .1874, 

John

Morley cited "mobiljty" as characteristic of the finest minds.

"All minds of the first quality move and
grow; they have a susceptibiì ity to many
sorts of new impressions, a mobil.ity, a
feeling outu,ardsr which makes ìt impossible
for them to remain in the stern fixity of
an early implanted set of dqgmas, whether
Phi losophi c or rel igious. " lz

Pater's "Conclusion" to The Renaissance was his most celebrated

evocatìon of the flux, not only of things, but of the princÌples of

things. Having original ly appeared as part of a review of l¡lilliam

Morris's poerns in The lJestminsterr Review in October 1868, it was

deleted by its author from the second edition of The Renaissance in
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1877" on the grounds that its antjnonian advocacy of the cultivatjon

of exquìsite passions and monents of aesthetic intensity "might pos-

sibìy nislead sore of those young nen into whose hands it might

fait."l3 Pater's act of self-censorship was caused by the notoriety

given to his words in the "Conclusion" by Oscar l¡li1de, who had come up

to Magdalen College in IB74.i4

The essay was prefaced by a quotation frorn the Greek of Plato's

Phaedrus, which s ign ificantly refenred to Heracl ìtus, the pre-Socratic

philosopher and first celebrant of the perpetual flux of reai ity:

"Somewhere Heraclitus says that al_l_things
vanish and nothing remains fixed."l5

Pater then proceeded to descr'ibe how this conception of flux had

entered into conceptions both of the physicai world and of the life
of the mi nd,

"To regard alì things and principles of
things as in constant modes or fashions
has more and more become the tendency of
modern though t ' "16

Our "whole physical life" was "but a combination of natural elenents to

which scjence gives their names," with these elements ìn a "perpetual

motion". (Pater's materialism here quite closely associated him with

Huxley, Tyndall and Ciifford). Our consciousness, "the inward v,,orld of

thought and feeì ing", was simi larly "a drift of momentary acts of sight

and passion and thought . .of impressions, unstable, fl ickerìng,

inconsistent, tolhich burn and are extinguished !,ri th our conscìousness of
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them."l7 "That clear perpetual outl ine of face and limb is but an

ìmage" of the mind; the "solÍdìty" of objects is merely that "with

which language invests them. "18

This was Pater's version of the phenomenalism of David Hume,

who had seen the self as

Ihe mind was a

"nothing but a bundle or collection of
different perceptions, which succeed each
other with an inconceivabìe rapidity, and
are in a perpetual f]ux and movement."

"kind of theatre, where severai perceptions
successiveiy make their appearance; pass,
re-pass, glìde ävJay, and mingle in an inf!1
nite variety of postures and situations." l9

For Pater, "the whole scope of observation" is similarÏy restrjcted,

"dwarfed into the narrow chamber of the individual mind."

"Experience, already reduced to a group of
impressions, is ringed round for each one
of us by that thick wal I of personaìity
through which no real voice has ever
pierced on its way to us, or from us to
that which we can only conjecture to be
l,,,ithout. Every one of those impressions
ìs the impression of the individual in his
isolation " each nind keepìng as a splitarV
prisoner its ov'tn dream of a wor'ld.'

This sense of isolation in one's or,ln private universe of atomistic

ìmpressions in a world of flux was a characteristic experience of

Victorian agnostìcs. Phílosophical relativism u,as very much in the

air ìn the late 1860's when Pater's essay was first published, As
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John Passmore has pointed out, jt was_only after Darwin had been able

decìsively to demolish the Paleyan argument from design that Hume's

philosophy came to be more widely appreciated.2l The latter,s rela-

tivism and sceptìcism becane an important vleapon in the ìdeoìogìcal

armory of Victorian agnostÍcism. T. H. Huxley, inventor of the term

'agnostic', was to write a book on Hurre, His essay on ,'The physical

Basis of Life[ in which the term ,'agnostic,' first appeared, was pub-

lished jn the Fortn igh.tly in 1869, the year after pater,s essay was

pubìished in the same ¡'ournal,22

In one of the essays published in hìs An Agno:tic's Apology

(.I893) , Leslie Stephen pìaced a rnelancholy ernphasis on dissolution and

ìsolation jn terms similar to those adopted by pater:

"l,le know nothing dìrecily except the
modi fi cations of our consciousness
The basis of the knowìedge of the
individual is his own current of con-
sciousness, whìch is tran sformed into
knowiedge by reflection . , . Each man,s
experìence iå.fragmentary, d.i scon tinuous,
and n arrow. "¿J

In the "Conclusion", Pater l ikewÍse described how even the impressions

which enter the solitary cell of the individual mind være "infìnitely
divisible" by "analysis,'; they were "in perpetual flight all that
js actual in it beìng a single monent! gone while t,rie try to apprehend

it."24

"To such a tremulous wisp constantly re-
forming itself on the stream to a sìngle
sharp impression, ù,ìth a sense in it, a
relic more or less fleeting, of such
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noments gone by, whÀÈ is real in our 'l ife
fines i tsel f down."¿5

He saw "success in iife" as be.ing able to experience fuìly a of this

"passage and dissotution of impressions, .images and sensations.,, Here

philosophy, and what Pater calls "speculative culture,,, could serve the

human spirìt by rousing and star ihg it to a life of "constant and

eager observation. "

''Every mornent some form grows perfect in
hand or face; some tone ón the hills or
the sea is choicer than the rest; some mood
of passion or insight, or intelléctual
excitement is irresjstibly reat and attrac_tive to us - for that mornent only. Not therruit ofn;xp2Sience but experienòe irsetf,

The dìlemma for the individuar was ùo experience the frux but at the

same tjme to grasp in the moments as they flee by ,,all that is to be

seen in them by the finest senses,, and "be present aìways at the focus

where the gr€atest number of vital forces unite in their purest

enerw .u27

In the universe of natural laws described by the scientists,
everyone was "under sentence but t¡,i th a sort of indefinite reprieve

tæ have an interval and then our place. knows us no more.,,28 thut
inùerval could be expanded by ,'great passion, art and song" because

they provided the best opportunity for "gettìng as many pursatìons as

possib1e into the given time,' in order to y.ield ,,this fruit of a

quickened, nuìtiplìed consciorJsness." The best of these passions were

"the poetic pass ion, the desire of beàuty, the love of art for its own
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sake." Art proposes frankly "to give nothing but the highest qualìty

to your moments as they pass! and simply for those moments ' sake."29

This was why, in his most famous words, Pater urged his readers

"To burn always with this hard, geml'ike fjame, to maintain this

ecstasy" of pass i onate perception.30

"l¡IhiIe al] melts under our feet, t,le may
weil grasp at any exquisite passion, or
any contribution to knowledge that seerns
by a lifted ho¡jzon to set the spirit free
for a moment. "J I

The implications of this were also discussed in the essay on

"Winckelmann" (.1867). The demand of the intellect was "to feel itself

alive in the supreme artìstic view of life."3z This could only

be done in poetry, v'rhi ch Pater defÍned as "ail l iterary production

which attains the power of giving pleasure by its form, as distinct

from jts matter."-" (The phenonnnaìist emphasis on form illustrates

the continuing influence of Mill on Pater) . It was only in poetry

that art could command sufficient resources "to enable it to deal with

the condìtions of modern life." Modern art had to "rearrange the

details of modern life, so to reflect it, that it may satisfy the

spirit" by giving it back s onìe sense of freedom "in these bewildering

toils" of natural lawr.34 Natural laws couìd never be modified. There

could be no nostalgì c looking back at the "naive rough sense of free-

don" held in the old theìstic past. But the entangling network of
'laws wìth their "chain of cìrcumsùance" could create tragìc situations,
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such as in the romances of Goethe and Victor Hugo which endow one with
1É

"great exp er.i en ces , " "

As Frank Kermode has poìnted out, Pater u,as not merely preaching

the creed of art for art's sake, but was nather saying that ít.is art

which is s ignificant in tìfe.36 Art in effect was the onìy true moral-

ity, as it was the only real effector of value in a world of flux to
tllhich none of .the traditional absolutes t^lere appl icable. pater himself

nade the poìnt clear ìn the "Postscript" to Appreciati.ons (i889) :

"For the literary artr at ali events, the
problen just nol., is, to induce order upon
the contorted, proportion l ess accumulation
of our knovrledge and experience, our science o,
and history, our hopes and d.isi llusion . . .,'"

It was thus a [þans of creating fixed po.ints, s orne type of stasis in

the fl ux,

The first step tovrards achieving this had to be an awareness of

the flux. Such an awareness, causing internal human thought to

reflect the external novement of phenomena,.was the only truth acces-

sibje and the only truth necessary to an individual Iiving in the "New

Nature" of scientific naturalism. G. H. Ler^ês defined this truth as

"the correspondence between the order of ideas and the order of phenom-

enar so the one becomes a reflectjon of the other - the movement of

thought following the movement of things. "38

In all this the human mind did little nore than receive external
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ìmpressions from the senses and ärrange then according to the laws of

association described by eighteenth-century phi ìosophers such as David

Hartley and David Hune. Hume was again invoked by Pater in his descrip-

tion in the "Preface" to The Renaissarice to show how aesthetic criticìsm

dealt wìth its objects, All Èhe "primary data" with which the äesthetic

critìc dealt had to be regarded as:

" pov,Þrs or forces producing pleasurable
sensations, each of a more or less pecuì iar
or un ique ki nd. "

This influence would be felt and explained "by analysing and reducing

it to its elements. " The critic's end would be reached "when he has

disengaged that vjrtue, and noted it, as a chemist notes sone natural

el ement. "39

G. H. Lev'/es argued ìn à contemporary work how there were two

approaches - what he calied the subjective and the objective - to

empìrìcal evidence, Pater's "primary data", t,lith the subjective ap-

proach, associated by Lewes h,ith religion, metaphysics and ,'pre-

scjentific" thought in general , the directìon of truth was deternined

by thought. Ler¡es saw this method as committing the fundamental error

of attempting "to expìain Èhe scheme of the visible from the invisible,

deduce the knowable from the unknowable."40 Thi, was what Pater had

called "a distemper of the eye of the mind" when wr.iting of Coleridge,4l

Lewes opposed this subjective approach with the objective one in which

the direction of truth was controlled by things. hlhereas the subjective

¡tpthod used inferences t,rlhich vlere unyerifiable, the objective method
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ernpl oyed "Vìgìlant Verification." lt accepted no inference that could

not be verified by observable, empirical facts and that did not cor-

respond to scientific lavls, the laws of nature.42

The demands of 'Vigiiant Terificatjon' as described by Lewes in

l87l seem to have been anticipated by Pater in the Coleridge essay

(r866).

"It is no vague scholastìc abstraction that
t^,ill satisfy tþç speculative instinct .in our
modern mi nds . "43

He opened the "Preface" to The Renaissance by stressing the relativ.i ty

of beauty "like all other qualities presented to human experience.,, The

more abstract the definition of beauty, the more meaningìess it became.

It had to be defined "in the most concrete tenns possible." The aim of

the authentic student of aesthetics was "to find not its universal

formula, but the formula which expresses most adequately this or that

special manifestation of it." In common with the "products of nature",

the objects of aesthetic criticism we re "receptacles of so many pov/ers

or forces" possessing "so many virtues or qualities." In the manner of

an anaiytic scientist the task of the aesthetic critic was ',to distin-
guish, to analyse, and separate from its adjuncts,, the specìal vitntue

by which an object produced ä "special impression of beauty or pleasure,,

for him.44 Like the scientist writing up the results of an experiment,

he was to indicate both the source of .the impress.ion and the conditions

under which it was experÍenced.
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An earlier work by G. H, Lewes. the two=vol urne Life of Goethe,

published in 1855, had taken Goethe as the first exponent of a

"scientìfic" attitude towards the world. As Anthony lla rd has shown"

Pater's idea of the analytic spirit in aesthetic criticism was clear'ry

influenced by Lercs's work, partìcularly the chapter enti ed ,'The poet

as Man of Science.,,45 Lewes had seen Goethe as a man of science

because of his scrupuìous rejectìon of the idear in favour of deaì ing

with the world empi.icaily; tooking for the concrÊte to hoid against

the vague and the abstract. Góethe was c.ited by pater .in 
',Coleridge,,

as the aesthetÌc example of "the speculative temper,,' He was one to

wh om each instant of existence brought a manifestation of ,,experimentar,

individual knowledge.,, His senses b/ere ever alive to ',the world of
fornt, colour and pass.ion. "46

Lewes referred to how Goethe constan y strove to see Nature

dìrectly, "not through the mists of fancy, or through the distortìons
of prejudice - to look at [En ahd into them, - to apprehend things as

they were."47 Uhile most poets had described wtrat a thìng was ìike,
Goethe had described what it was. In the words quoted by pater at the

start of the "Preface" to The Renaissance, Matthew Arnord had argued in

l86l , that the principaì orientation of ,,the intellect of Europe in
general" had for "many years', been of this kind:

". [an] endeavour, in all branches of
knowledge, theology, phi losophy, history,
art,_science, to see lhe obji:ct as in
i tself it reâl ly ì s,,,48
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Pater lajd a similar emphasis on this type of perceptìon in one of his

late works, an introduction to his friend, C. L. Shadwetl's translation

of Dante' s Purgatory.

"Our own- del ight in it fDante's minuteness
of touclil the-welcome wigive to minute
detaìl of that kind, uhiompromising realists
as we needs must bê, connects itself with
ernpirìcal charactef of our science, our
philosophìc fqìth in the concrete, the
Þarti cul ar' "+e

Anthony !'lard sees this great emphasis on the concrete and

particuìar by Pater and his generation, as going beyond a respect for

the strict criteria of positive science.. More than that, it repre-

sented I'an urgent grasping after security" in an age u,hen the tradi-

tjonal certainties were rapidly dissolving. As an illustration of this

urgency l.lard cites an l87l passage on the pre-Socratic Greek ph.iloso-

phers written by Benjamin Jowett, the master of Balljol .

"As to some of the early thinkers, amid the
fleetings of sensible objects, ideas alone
appeared to be fixed, so to a later generation
amid the fluctuation of philosophical opin ions,
the only fixed points appeared to be outward
objects, Any pretence of knowledge t,rrhich went
beyond them implied logical processes, of Èhe
corr€ctness of which they had no assurance and
which at best were only probable. The mind,
tjred of wandering, sought to rest on firm
ground¡ when the idols of phiiosophy and
language vlere strìpped off, the perception of
outv',ard objects alone remained. . . . vle
return to the doctrine .,, that the mind is
only a succession of momentary perceptions.
At this pþint the modern philosophy of
experìence fpfrns ah alliance with ancient
scepti cism. "5u
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Ruskin ìnterpreted the express ion of this kind of perception

ìn nineteenth-century pajnting, as derivìng fron the "penetratìve" poler

of the ìrnaginatìon. This was achÍeved by "ìntuitìon and intensity of

gauge" whìch revealed "a more essentìal tnuth" than that which was

Ã1
mercly seen "at the surface of things.""' Pater also särd thjs às a

signìficant component of modern poetry - shown in the following passage

from his essay on l^lordsworth (l874) :

"An intimate consciousness of the expression
of natural th ìngs. trthich weighs, listens,
penetrated, pþere the earlier mind passed
roughlY bY'"52

A critìc's possessìon of an abstract definition of beauty u,as of little
importance for Pater, compared wi th his having "a certain kind of

tsnperament, the power of being deeply moved by the presence of beauti-
E'

fuì objects.""' The possess'ion of such a tenperament -- "to know one's

impression as ìt really is, to discriminate it, to realize it dis-

tinctìy" -- was the first step towards knowledge of one's object as it
really was.54 Then ther€ should fo'l low an analysis of the effect of

the object concerned on one's olvn nature, which would involve the dis-

engaging of its "special impression of beauty or pleasure"; an indica-

tion of its source and a description of the c'ircurnstances under which

it was experienced.55

The presence of beauty, "that active principle,,' was to be

found jn nany forms, and in all ages. The critic's task was to locate

'its "receptacle," to indicate the special qualities of that which could
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be separated fron "the cofimoner elemenÈs!' of flux and temporal ity.
These studies of the art and poetry of the ltat ian Renaissance consti-

tuted an attempt by Pater to isoiate this quai ity, to analyse and

define ìts characteristìcs in terms of "the law of their combination,'

with relation to that "generàl excitement and enlightening of the human

nind."56 As Ian Fletcher puts it: ,'In The Renaissance pater had been

trying to fix the secret indìvidual experiences of a few personalities

who in his schene of values mattered supremely, by attempting to define

in them some central qual ity" some fixed point in the flux.,'57 This

fixed point would be that focus where the ,'greatest number of vital

forces" t¡Jê re to be found united ,,in theìr purest energy,,, as pater

termed it in the "Conclusion" to the volume. In Leonardo's work, for

ìnstance, the fixed point u,as the confìict betlreen the analytìc

curìosity of the scientist and the artist's love of beauty. The Mona

Lisa was "the symbol of the modern idea,'; her image an example of what

Pater described in his essay on "Giorgione,' as

"exquisite pauses in time, ìn which,
arrested thus, we seem to be spectators
of all the fullness of existence."58

These points of stasis in the flux uêre not, however, mereiy the pro-

viders of rarified sensatìons, which momentarily liberated the mind

from the relentless fiow of time. In the words of the ',Winckelmann,,

essay, they represented "so many stages in the gradual education of the

human mind,"59 Noa 
"u, 

Pater's criticism in The Renaissance rerely an

analysis of unique impressions. These impressions være rather a means

of perceiying a process in the devetoprnent of the human mind. They
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provided a means by which pater was abre to demonstrate the continuity
of culture, of the manifestatìons of the artistic spirit, through an

analysis of the fonnurae by which they produced theír speciar effects.
Far from being just a celebratjon of the experìence of beauty amidst
transiency, The Renaissance was equaì1y a study of the order v/hich art
supeninposes on transiency.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FLUX AND THE Ì,ÌORLD-SPIRIT

In "hlinckelmann" Pater described "the aim of a right crjtjcjsm"

as being to place its subject in an intellectual perspective.l As he

wrote in the "Preface" to The Renaissance, all ages had had artists pro-

ducing works of excellence. The task of the critic was to percejve

where the genius of a particuìar age had manifested itself.2 This point

was further elaborated in the revjew of l,rlilliam Morris's poems published

'in the Fortnightly in 1868, the year after the orìginal appearance of

the "ùJjnckelmann" essay.

"l'Je cannot ttuly conceive the age; ue can
conceive the eisnent it has contributed to
our culture: t,te can treaÈ the subjects of
the age bringing that jnto relief.,'

Such an attitude towards some per'iod of culturai history - in thi s

instance Greece - "aspiring to but never actual ly reaching its way of

conceiving life" was what alone was possible for art.3
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. Pater was using what John .l9orley, in

For]lrightly the year after the first editjon

the hjstorical rnethod, which he descrjbed as i nvol vìng:

"The comparison of the fonns of an jdea or
usage, or a belief, at any given time, with
the earljer foyrs from whjcñ they uere evolved,
or the later forms into rr,rh.i ch thèy were
developed, and the establìshment irom such a
comparison -of an..îscending or descending order
among the facts. "+

This idea of developnent vras one of the intellectuar innovations of
Pater's generation' In rB40 Miil had Mitten of how coreridge and the

eighteenth-century Germans "by making the facts and the events of the

past have a rneaning and an intelligibie place in the gradual evolution

of humanity'1 had "at once given history even to the .imagination, 
an

interest like romance." The pubrication of J. H. Neu¡nan's Essay on the

Development of clristian Doctrine ìn tg46 had been fo oh.d two years

later by the historian Henry Halford Vaughan,s inaugural lecture as

professor of modern history at Oxford on the subject of historicai
evolution while J. R. Green,s Short History of the English people (.1g74)

treated the development of English socjety as the development of a

Iiving organ i sm. 
5

Comte had been a primary inf'luence on the development of this
new philosophy of history but eveh before 1g70, his ascendancy was be,ing

challenged by that of Hegel , A sìgnìficant passage in E. Abbott and

L. Campbeli's biography of Benjamin Jowett refers to how the Master of
Bailjol was able to draw fruitfully on both Cornte and Hege.l :

an essay publ ished Ìn the

of The Renaissance " called
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"That which always see4ed to him [Jowett)
most valuable, both in Conte and Hegel, was
the historical method vrhich they pursued in
different ways and the ìdea of an orderly
evolution of the human nind, which had not-
been clearly êxpressed before their time.,'b

It was the merging of the Darwinian idea of evolutjon with the

philosophy of Hegel in the years follow.ing the lg65 publication of

James Ster'l ing's The Secret of Hegel which provided pater and several

of his contemporaries vlith the means to transcend the atomism of

scientific natural ism. From be ing merely the description of perpetual

flux in nature, Darwinism becanp a description of the unfoldìng of the

world-spìr'it. Rejnterpreted in terfls of Hegelian philosophy, evolution

was no longer to be seen as depict.ing a process of random, mechanical

change, but was instead the means by which the world-spirit, what Hegel

called "Gejst", was evermore compietely revealing itself. The flux was

itself part of the world-spir.it. Hegeì seemed to provide a means of

reconci lìng the idea of flux with the longing for security expressed so

eloquently by Stirl ing in his seminal work on Hegel:

"!'le all live now divorced from Substance"
forlorn each of us, isolated to himself -
an absolutely abstract unit in a universal ,
unsympathi zin g, unparti cipant Atomism,,,/

According to Jowett! Darwin had described a universe where survival was

the product of a negative process of destruction. Hegel had then been

able to incorporate the negatìve aspect of the natural process into his

schene of the positive side of the process:
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"Not-being is the unfolding or determining
of being, and ìs a neceisary eiement in all
other thìngs that are, "ö

The struggle for existence was not just confined to the world of anì-

mals; in the fonn of the HegelÌan dialectic ît also existed in the world

of thought. As t,rlillìam Ì,lal lace wrote in his Prologomena to the Study gf

Hegel's Philosophy (1894) "Hege1 's doctrine, is after all only another

way of statìng the naintenance of the fittest."9

Pater, who had had to prepare a weekly essay for Jovlett in

l86l, r^ras, like the master of Balliol , another synthesizer of the

thought of Darwin and Hegel,10 The wniter who termed himself in the

essay on "Deneter and Persephone" à "stLtdent of origins of the

earliest stages of art and poetry" had been led by ear'ly visjts to
Germany "to vaiue atl things German."ll According to Thomas Wrjght's

biography, Pater had been elected to his feilowship at Brasenose

Coltege jn l864 for "his knowledge of German Philosophy. "12 As reflec-

ted through the Hegelian lens, the Paterian f1ux, fleeting though .it

ìndubitably was, carried within itself what Pater called in Plato and

Piatonism "the accumulative capital of humanity.,'13 By ,,one Iaw of

development" nature had evolved various ways of thinking, only sub-

sequently to suppress them. By this method "it had , provided that

the earljer growth should propel its fibres into the later, and so

transmit the whole of its forces in an unbroken continuity of life.,,l4
The products of the intellect represented "so many stages in the

gradual education of the hunan nind."l5
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"This idea of development," Pater wrote when discussing the

process by which Demeter and her story enrbodied themselyes gradually

in the Greek imagination, was "the ìlìuminatìng thought which earl ìer

critics lacked."l6 Pater savl that the chief deficiency of the fifteenth-

century scholarship of Pico Del la Mirandola and his contemporaries when

compared with that of the nineteenth century was their lack of ',the

yery rudiments of the hi storical sense, which by an imaginative act,

throws itself back into a world unlike one's own, and estimates every

intellectual creation in its connection v'tith the age from which it
p receded. "

"They had no idea of development of the dif-
ferences of ages, of the process by which
our race has been 'educated'."1/

Pico and his associates had not perceived that every intetlectual prod-

uct had to be judged in the perspective of the time and place in which

it had been produced.

The importance of perspective as a means of perceiving the

continuity of development was especialìy emphasized by Pater in his

study of Winckelmann. "The aim of a right criticism,' of Winckelmann

u,as to place him "in an intellectual perspective, of which Goethe is

the foreground." l.linckelmann's work was full of the unperpìexed

serenìty of the Hellenìc ideal rediscoyered during the Renaissance.

Although he was not of the modern world ,,that note of revolt against

the eighteenth century, whìch tl'le detect in Goethe, was struck by

l¡linckelmann." Goethe was later to brìng together ,'the Romantic spirit,
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in its adventure, its .variety, its profound subjectivity of soui, with

Hellenism that marriage of Faust and Helena, of which the art of

the nineteenth century is the child."l8

It was superficial to regard the Renaissance as a fashion which

had set in at a particuìar point jn time: Pater felt that ,,the deeper

vieìd is that which preserves the ìdentìty of European culture." The

Renaissance was in a sense "an uninterrupted effort of the m.iddle age,'

and was "ever taking place."l9 It t,rras on these grounds that pater rnade

an approving reference jn his "Preface,' to Jhe Renaissance to the

French theory of a Renaìssance durìng the Middle Ages, which sought to

establish a continuity be tì^reen the most characteristic work of the

earlier period and the work of the later Renaissance ,,thus heal ing that

rupture which has so often been exaggerated.,,20

Each age contributed to the education of the race. The

mediaeval spirìt "had suffered the human nind to repose itself that

when day came it might awake with eyes refreshed to those ancient ideal

forms" of the Hellenic world.2l The development of the various forms

of art had also contributed to the growth of the intel lect. They had

"corresponded to the developrnent of the thoughts of man concerning

humanity to the growing revelatìon of the mind to itself. Sculpture

corresponds to the unperplexed, enphatic ou ines of Hellenic humanism;

painting to the mystìc depth and ìntricacy of the middle age; music

and poetry have their function in the modern wor1d.u22
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Individuals expressed in themselves this unfolding of the

historical process. The impossìbility of escaping from history re-

futed the atomisn of David Hume.

"The composite Ð(peri ènce of all the ages'is part of each one of us; to deduct from
that experience, to oblìterate any part ofjt, to come face to face with the people
of a past age, as if the Middle Age, the
Renaissance, the eÌghteenth century had not
been, is as impossìble as to becone alittle chlld or enter again into the womb and
be born . ,,23

The Mona Lìsa in Pater's famous passage was a symbol of the idea con-

ceived by "modern phiìosopþ" of ,'humanity as wrought upon by, and

summing uþ in itself, alI modes of thought and life."24 Every indi-
vidual , as Pater wrote in the essay on Coleridge, was an organ for the

reception and transmission of the thought of his age, ,'for the mind of

the race, the character of the age, sway him this way or that through

the medium of language and current ideas."25 To be really interesting"

he pronounced in his "Postscript" to Appreciations, "art and literature
must follow the subtle novements of that nr'mbly-sh.ifting ,Time-Spirit',

or 'Zei t-Gei st' . "26

Those historicaì figures chosen by Pater in The Renaissance and

in his other essays had all embodjed the ,,Time-Spirit" in their work.

By neans of their ppssessing a certain type of temperament they had

each been capabìe of fusing the atomistic impressìons descrìbed in the
uConclusion" into the organic whole of the historical pro.esr.27 The

characteristics of thÍs temperament, described in the "preface", were
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further elaborated elsewhere. In "Deneter and Persephone', Pater re-

ferred to "the nore delicately trained eye" that could sense ,'sub er

and nore rernote ways of personal presence."28 Coleridge had possessed

an 'apprecìation of the intimacy, the almost mystical communjon of

touch, between nature ànd nàn."29 tl.inckelmann ,,apprehended the sub est

pr'inciples of the Hetlenìc manner, not through the understanding, but

by instìnct or touch. "30

Pater's friend Bemard Bosanquet wrote of how Hegeì had seen

"the essential process of nature,' as being ,'the struggle towards the

manifestation of life and intell igence.', Hegel had insisted that "the

stones cry out and exhibit a movement towards life and mind.,'31 The

key part played by aesthetic perception and creation in this process was

made explicit by Pater in A Study of Dionysus. The Greek imagination

expressed in scuìpture had given substance, a "material pledge,, of what

"had but vaguely haunted the fietds and groves,,,32 As depicted in art
and poetry, Dionysus was the "projected expression of the ways and

dreams" of the ancient Greeks.

Diffused expenience could be unified by imagination. The

relìgious imagination of the Greeks had been "a unifying or identìfying

pov/er, bringing together things naturally asunder welding ìnto

sonethìng ljke the identity of a human personality the whole range of

man's experiences of a given object, or series of objects.,'33 Far from

being Hume's passive receiver of external sensations, the mind was
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capable of grasping significant moments and fusing then into an organic

vrhole; a "divination" such as that which Leonardo's age had tried to
grasp, "seekìng ìn an instant of visìon to concentrate a thousand

experìences."34 Thes" symbols of what was signìficant in experience

vle re outstanding in their complerìty, in their ability to contain the

features.of a whole system or world. Dìonysus had comprehended, in a

sìngle form, for the Greeks "a h,hole world of thoughts . a sacred

representation of the whole human experience."35

l^Ihen Pater later turned to creatìng imaginary characters, in his

novels Marius the Epicurean (i885) and the unfinished Gaston De Latour

(.l896), or in the essays which comprised Imaginary Portr.ajts (1887)

and the posthumously collected Miscellaneogs Studies (1895), the char-

acters represented ideal types, incarnations like his historìcal sub-

iects of the perpetual evolution of culture. In common with the histor-

ical studies these "imaginary portraits" all lived, like their

chronicler, in ages of change. As Ferris Greenslet wrote in l,rJal ter

Pater (1903): "He chose by preference the work of fluid, romantic

periods of transition forshadowing the complexity of his or,¡l time";

ages such as Platonic Greece, Antonine Rome and of course, the ltai ian

Renaissance.36 thia concentration on ages of transition r¡,as undoubtedly

influenced by Comte's conception of icritical" stages of socìety where

the unìfied control of the culture had been lost. The nineteenth

century was seen by both Comte and John Stuart Mill as such a "critical ,'

period because the traditional modes of control ..- the Church, the
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feudal or autocratic state -- had been chalìenged but not replaced. In

his review of Mill's Aütöbiogräphy, John lvlo r'ley quoted the latter's

descriptìon of how Victorian society vras passing through a transitional

period "of weak convictions! paralysed intel lects" and growing laxity

of prin ci pl e. " 
37

Where Pater chose characters from more stable periods of his-

tory it was for one of two reasons. In the cases of l,rlinckelnann, and

Rousseau in the "Postscripù" to Appreciations, in regard to the

eighteenth century, or the "Two Ear'ly French Stories" and the M.iddle

Ages, ìt was because the characters or works concerned contajned

elenents of the next period of cultural history -- nineteenth-century

Romanticism and the Renaissance respectiveiy, Alternatìveiy, in the

cases of "imaginary portraits" like "Denys L,Auxerrois,, or ',Apollo in

Picardy" the heroes were characters born out of due time, exi les from

a previous age and alienated from the ages in wh.ich they ìived, They

were emblems of permanence in a wor'ld that had changed.

All of Pater's subjects, whether nominally historical or

de1 iberately fictional , were in a very real sense fragments shored

against the flux of scjentific naturalism, In his early works.he

qualified positivism as much as he upheld it as a discipline. His

warning of.the need to remember the analytic methods and ,,relat.ive,,

spirit of "the sciences of observationu g.iven.in the ,'Coleridge,' essay

in AÞÞrèöiátions, was preceded by an essay on Wordworth in which he
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lajd the emphasis on "those pantheistic theories which locate an

'inte1 ligent soul in material things.'38 The suggestion in ùhe l866

"Coleridge" that scientific naturalism was ousting any fonn of meta-

physics was replaced in "Demeter and Persephone,' (originally prepared

as two lectures in ì875), by an àccount of how the two wo¡:ld views had

maintained themselves side by side,

"Modern science expìains the changes of the
natural world by the hypothesis of certain
unconscious forces¡ and the sum of these
forces, in their combined action, constitutes
the scientìfi c conception of nature. But,
side by side with this growth of this more
nechanjcal conception, an o1 der and more spir-
ìtua1 , Platonìc, ph.ilosophy has always main-
tained itself, a philosophy more of instinct
than of the understanding, the mental starting-
point of which is not an observed sequence of-
outward phenomena, but some such feeling as
most of us have on the first wanner days in
Spring, when we seem to feeì the genial
processes of nature actually at work; as ifjusù below the nould; ahd in the hard wood of
the ty€es, there were reaìly cìrculating some
spìrit of life, akin to that which makea its
energies felt within ourselves. Starting with
a hundred instincts such as this, that older
un-mechanical, spiritual , or platonic,
philosophy envisages nature rather as the unity
of a living spìrit or person reveal.ing itself
in various degrees to the kindred spi¡it of the
observer, than as a system of mechañical forces.',rv

This idea of opposing a spiritual to a mechanicaì phi losopl¡r was an

increasingly popuìar hypothesis in English thought after .l870, In his

l87l edition of Berkeley's works, Alex Campbe Fr:aser invited the

reader to "contrast the modem assumption of an absolute Spàce

as welì as blind Necessity or Fate. . tt/.i th the ancient and more

spirituai.doctrine of 'anima nundi,, that immaterial but unconscjous
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infiuence. " llilliam l,Ihewel l's 'lPlatonic Dialogues for Engìish Readers",

publìshed jn MácMi llán's MägaZine in January 1860, referred to how

"There are and have been but two Ph'ilosophies in the l,lorl d the one

of these refers all Knowledge to Sensê makes Matter the original

and sees all existence as but Matter whirl ing through time and assuming

changes; the other refers alI to Thought, realizes an eternal unseen

world of Ideas, makes Mind or hli'l I or Divinity the original ."40

In his later work Pater moved further away from the idea of flux

and gave increasing emphasis to the need for a principle of organization.

Anthony Ward quotes from an unpublished manuscript of Pater's in the

Houghton Library at Harvard: "If life js to be kept from being a mere

grasping, undirected, random grasping, you need a hypothesis - some

provisional explanation, which true or not, and certaìnly not whol ly

verifiabie, may at least throw over that tangle, the (logic) of the

reasons within ourselves. "4l In other words the mind was no ionger

lvilling to keep "as a soì itary prìsoner its own dream of a world.'42

The Platonic notion of "anima mundì" vvhich Pater, like Jowett, reinter-

preted ìn the light of Hegel ! was one way out of the naturalistic

irnpasse of the "tangle . of the reasons within ourselves. " The

"anìma mundi" inspired "the secrets of possession by a higher and more

energetìc spirit than one's oun, the gift of self-revelation, of passing

out of oneself through words, tones, gestures. "43 Its apprehension in-

volved "a certain r¡ystìca1 apprehensìon, now almost departed, of un-

seen pot¡rers beyond the naterial veil of thìngs.,'44
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"Behind the veil" was one 0f the -rnos t frequently used expres-

sions in the imagery of Victorian nystìcìsm. One.of the TrãctS for the

Times descrjbed things yisible and tangible as but "the screen and vail

(sic) of invisible things behìnd them."45 In Memoriam reverberated wi,th

Tennyson's cry

"!'lhat hope of ânswer, or redress?
Behind the Veì1, behínd the Veil."46

There was a marked change of tone frm Tennyson's despairing pessimism

in the more sanguine note struck by Leslie Stephen in an ì873 essay

entitled "Are !'le Christians?":

"The ordinary mind even whilst confessing
ìts impotence to pìerce that veil, refuses
to obey the positivíst advice to abandon,_
altogeiher iLs search for the infinite."47

The fact that one of the leading proponents of scientific natural ism

was writing in such terms in 1873 is an indication of how the thought

of the period was developing avray from the bare bones of Mill's empir-

icism. This movement of thought was present in the way that Pater's

Marius thq Epicurean was able to see in the Christian Church "the

hypothesis of an eternal friend to man, just hidden behind the veil of

a mechanical and material order."48

Marius the Epicürean was the record of the religious developrnent

of a young man living in the time.of Maìfcus Aurel ius from the paganism

of his early years to a tentatìve exploration of Chnistianity, The

book was intended as a contributiôn to the philosophicai debates of the
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alrthor¡s own time. In the chapter entitled 'second Thoughts,' pater

remarked on how the age of Marìus and his owtr age had ,,much in common --
many dìfficulties and hopes." He asked pardon of his readers if he

soÍEtirnes seemed "to be passing from Marius to his modern representa-

tives - from Rone, to Paris or London.,'49 In a letter to a friend,

Pater spoke of his eagerness to complete the novei "as a sort of duty.

For you know that I thìnk there is a sort of reì.igious phase

possible for the modern mind, the condition of which phase it is the

rnain object of n¡y design to convey.',50 As Graham Hough puts it: ,,The

rel igìous development of a cultural agnostic in the time of Marcus

Aureiius is meant to indicate a possi bìe development for a cultjvated

agnostìc jn the time of Queen Vicùoria."5l

Pater's specuiations on the possibi lity of rel .igious experìence

can be compared with the efforts of contemporary writers such as

Frederic W. H. MJ¡ers, Samuel Butler and the philosopher Henry Sidgwick,

Like Pater, these writers had rejected Christianity and been profoundly

influenced by the concepts of sc.ientific naturalism. But they had been

unable to accept the proposition that all val id human experìences and

ideals could be subsunpd under scientific laws. The narrow dogma of

Huxìey,.Tyndall and Spencer had given birth to a new kind of ,'honest

doubter" who questioned the omniscience of science, just as the earl ier
fundamentàl ism of the Evangei'icals.had spavrned the honest doubter in

questions of relìgious belief. Frederic Myers surwned up the creed of

the agnostic in matters of science in lB93: ,,There are those who, while
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accepting to the full .the nethods and results of Science, vrill not yet

surrender the ancient hopes of our räce."52

They'were refusìng to surrender the traditionai idea of man as

a unique beÌng with potential for transcendental knowledge; a being, in

short, wìth spìritual needs and spiritual expectations. As Frank Miller

Turner points out, the word "spiritual" in late-nineteenth-century

thought usually meant an intellectual framework which was. capable of

preserving in a non-Christian context the issues previously dealt with

by Christianìt¡r.53 Tr.n". cites H. V, Routh's descriptìon of what the

word 'spìritual" suggested to men in the second half of the nineteenth

centu ry,

"It ìmpl ies, ìn the first place, that the
speaker has cultivated a sys tem of principles,
an edìfice of iCeas, an ideology, whìch gives
shape and direction to his plexus and nexus
of thought. This framework, partly inherited,
is cherished because it is congenial to the
individual's aspiratìons: it helps him contem-
plate humanity as a force capable of growth
even to perfection¡ it suEgests forms in
which his own vitelity can find imaginative
sel f-exP ress i on ' " 

b4

Even G. H. Lev',es, in a late essay entitled "Spiritualism and

Matenialism",came to recognise the power of what he called "the

sptiÊitualist hypothesi s. "

"I had gained the conviction that its persis-
tence in the face of advancing science, and its
acceptance by thinds of great power, v'las not
v',ithout justìfication aS_a protest against
mech an i cal con cept i on . rtbb
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Pater was aspiring towards a shaping systern of principles when

he descrìbed the abandonnent by Ì4arius of his eari ier "cyrenaicism",

his ethos of self-cultiyation, in fayour of a sympathetic awareness of

the Christian Church as a visible, spiritual community. Marius died

without actuaìly becoming a Christian, but he died in the fulI realisa-

tion of "the great hope, that hope against hope, which had arisen

upon the aged wor'ld. "

"There had been a pernanent protest estab-
ì ished in the world, a plea, a perpetual
after-thought, whi ch humanity henceforth
would ever-possess in reserve, against any
wholly mechanical and dìsheartqìng theory
of itietf and its conditions."56

Pater saw that while the nineteenÈh century was not an age of faith,

in its religious mi sgivìngs it was, when compared with the rel igious

scepticìsm of the eighteenth century "an age of hope of a deve'lop-

nent of reì igious hope or hopefulness." In his preface to Shadweil's

translation of Dante's Purgatory he compared thìs tendency of his age

to the development of the doctrine of pyrgatory by the mediaeval

Church. Like the doctrine of Purgatory the nineteenth century was "a

world of merciful second thoughts on one side, of fresh opportunities

on the other. "57

Pater's idea of the Church as expressed in Marius was very

similan to his idea of the nyth in "A Study of Dionysus" or "Demeter

and Persephone" or of the Mona Lisa image in the essay on "Leonardo".

"Like the instjtutions of monasticism, Iike
the Gothic stylê of architecture, the ritual
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system of the church, as rate see it in
historic retrospect ranks as one of the .ogreat lggggg¡rsy products of human rnind.','o

This was the historicism of Comte blended with the Hìgh Church doctrine

of the "Visibìe Church," as taught by John Keble in Tracts for the

Times, and Pater's feilow contrìbutors to the Guardian n""rpup"..59

John Henry Newman had found Christìanjty a completion of pagan religion,

Sinilarly, for Pater, the Chrìstìan rel jgion had harmonjzed into a

system "many a vagrant voice of human phiìosophy."60 In the chapter in

Marìus called "Divine Service" Pater fused his earl ier ideas of art

with his evolved thinking on rel igìon.

"The most highly frivoured ages of imagina-
tive art ppesent instances of the surm.ing
up of an entire world of complex associalions
under some single form, like the Zeus of
Olymp'ia. or the series of frescoes which
commemorate 'The Acts of Saint Francis' at
Assisi or like the play of Hamlet or Faust."bl

The dramatic action of the Mass, which was described in that chapter,

was the spiritual form of the "instants of vision,, a'ltuded to in The

Renai ssan ce,

Marius's experience of the Eucharist was the furthest extent

of his involvement in Christìanity. He died without having been

formally admitted to the Church¡ comforted by its rìtes but Iacking

the fuli ìnward conviction of a professing Christian, His final
positìon in regard to Chrìstjanìty would appear to have been pater,s,

too. The Church and its rjtuais represented one of those exquisìte

passions capable of momentarì1y releasÍng the spìrit. Its spìritual
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potential grouped it with the metaphysi cal side of the argurnent which

Pater called "the question of the day.,'62 There was a strong suggestion

as to Pater's ovrn attitude to thjs questìon in his review of Rcibert

Elsmere, Mrs. Humphrey Ward's novel about an Anglican clergyman who teft
the Church after a personal crisìs of faith. ,'Robert Elsmere,', wrote

Pater, "was a.type of a large class of minds which cannot be sure that

the sacred story is true, " But while it was ,'phi losophical ,' and an

intellectual duty to recognìze one,s doubts, ,,there was also a large

class of minds which cannot be sure it is false," and these peopìe

"will think those who ar€ quite sure it is false unphiiosophicat through

lack of doubt." The recognition of "that bare concession of possib.il.ity"

united al 1 varieties of spÌritual bel.ief ,'against the purely negat.ive

action of the scientific spirit,'.63 pater,s position here clearly links

him wjth Myers, Butler, SidgwÍck and other late nineteenth-century

cri t ics of scientific naturalism.

In common with these writers, the dominant tone in pater,s Iater

work was an attempt to find some synthesìs capable of containing both

the essential ly negative spirit of scientific naturaÏism and a more

affirmatjve spirit of order in the universe. That lament for the

perpetual flux in the "Conclusion" to The Renaisgance u,as revised in

Marìus durìng a discussion of the teachings of Heracìitus, the original
philosopher of the fiux. Continual change represented merely the

negative aspect of Heracl itus's doctr.ine. The positive side of hjs
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doctrine is revealed in his findìng in the perpetual flux ua continuance

. of onderly intellì9ible relatìonships. l ike the hannony of nusical

notes, wrought out and ìn through the series of thejr mutations

maintajned throughout the changes of the phenomenal rl,,orld; and this

harmony in their mutation and oppositìon, v',as, after all, a principle

of sanity, of reality, there."64

The working out of this "principle of sanity" was described

more fuìly in Plato and PlaÈonìqm (.1893). Plato was represented by

Pater as a genius who had been able to blend the conflicting tendencies

of the thought of his predecessors into an all-embracìng syrthesis. The

Republic was described as "the spectacle of a powerful, of a sovereign

intel lect, translating itself, amid a complex group of conditions which

can never jn the nature of things occur again, at once pliant and

resjstant to them, into a great literary monurnent."65 Pater announced

at the start, that his study was to follow the historical method "under

the influences of Hegel and his predominant theory of the ever-changing

¡'Time-Spirit't or 'Zeit-Geist'." Plato was to be put into his "natural

place" in relation to the Greek thought which preceded hirn,66

In Plato's scheme of things the Heraclitean doctrine of flux was

set against "The Doctrine of Rest", Pannenides's philosophy of the One.

The latter was the antithesis of the f lux: "perpetual motion is

perpetuaì rest.u67 Parmenìdes asserted "the nullity of all that ìs but

phenomenal all v',as gone that belonged to an outward and concretê
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experience.rr The only real knowledge was "'Pure Being' that

colour'less, formless, impalpable existence."68 plato was able to

effect a conpromise between the Heracl itean flux and the abstract

doctrine of Parnpnides through Pythagoras and "The Doctrine of Number,'

"To realize unity Ín variety, to discover
'cosmos' -- an order that shall satisfy one,s
reasonable soul -- below and within apparent
chaos: is from first to last the cont.inuous
purpose of ufrat ue call phi losophy. l^lelt,l
Pythagoras seems to have found that unity ofprìnciple jn the doninion of number
everyu,,here, the proportion, the harmony, tþg
music" into Which number as such expands. "b9

As Anthony l,la rd remarks, a numerical system has the unjque abi iìty
simultaneously to contain ideas of multiplìc.ity and oneness. He cites

the example of the number seven which is ,,an entity, seven" and at the

sane tire represents seven separate units. Thus it combines unity and

varjety; by extension it comes to figure the idea of the compromise

between rest and motion. "70

Pater saw music as the art which most adequately conveyed the

principle of number because it was "a formal development of purely

numêrical laws."7l In "Giorgione" (1877) he had stated that ,,AlI art

constantly aspires towards the conditjon of music.,,72 In plato and

Platonì:m he described how the music of which he lvas writing was that

which had fonnerly been kn owr as the ,,music of the spheres,"

"Now that 'musJc of the spheres, in its
largest sense, its compìetest orchestration,
the harmonìous order of the whole universe
(cosmos) vlas what souls had heard of o1d.,'73
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The clear implìcatìon vlàs that ù,hen art did approach the condition of

music it was creating its ovln cô$nos, an ordered uniyerse containìng

all the varìety of the infinÌte variations of phenomena.

The synthesis achieyed by Pater ìn Plato and Platonisn u,as his

most definitive answer to the question whìch he had earl ier asked in

"lnlinckelmann": "Can art, give us back our sense of freedom?,'74 His

consummate nerging of the idea of flux and the principie of order was

intended to provide a true basis for a harmonioúS wor'ld-view through

the medium of art. In the same work he also found the ideal I iterary

form for his age. Whereas in early essays such as "Winckelmann" and

"Giorgione" he had maintained that lyrical poetry was the ideal I iterary

form for the modern age, the emphasis in his ìater work came to rest on

prose. 0nly imaginative prose was sufficiently ftexìble to deaÏ with

the complexi ty and multipl icity of the nineteenth century,

"That imaginative prose should be the special
and opportune art of the modern world results
from two impontanù facts about the latter:first, the chaotic variety and complexity ofits interests, making the intellectual issue,
the really master currents of the present time
incalculable - a condition of nrind little
susceptible of the restraint proper to verse
form, so':that the nost characteristic verse
of the nineteenth century has been lawless
verse; and secondly, an alI pervading natural-' ism, a curiosity about everything whãtever asit really is, involving a certain humility of
attitude, cognate to what nust, after all, be
the less ambitìous form of literature. And
prose thus assertjng itself as the special and
privileged artjstìc faculty of the present day,
will be as yàried in its excellence as humanity
itself refleçling on the facts of its latest
eXÞê r ien ce. r' /5
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In the literary fonn of Èhe essay, imaginary proser as described

above in the essay on "styrer' (rsgg) had become ',the characteristic
'I iterary type of our own !ime" in the rg93 plato and pratonism,T6 It
was "the literary form necessary to a mind for which truth itself was

but a possibil ity, real isable not as a generai conclusion but rather as

the elusive effect of a particuìar personar experience; to a mind which,
noting faithfuljy those random iìghts that meet it by the r^¡ay, must

needs content itsetf with suspensìon of judgement, at the end of the
intellectual journey.,'77 But ìnstead of this ,,suspension of judgement,,

condemn ing the individual to atomised subjectivity the diaìectical
nxethod of the essay was a means of expressing the complex workìngs of
a world which was itself capable of be.ing perceived as a dialectical
process. Unl ike any other literary form, the essay, by "the very form
ìt belongs to, is of the organìsm, of the matter which it embodies.,,7B

In embodying the diarectic the essay literariy acted out the worrd-
spirit. And by us.ing the dìalecticaì method the essay expressed the
process of the intelrect; "Just there ries the vaiidity of the method -
in a dialogue, an endless dialogue with oneself.',79
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CONCLUS ION

Plato and Platonism was Pater,s last major work. It repre-

sented his most conrplete foymulatjon of a method whereby experience

could be seen as part of an order'ly process without that order being

achieved at the expense of the empir.ical character of experience. His

aìm had been to provide what Matthew Arnold, in a letter to Arthur

Hugh Clough, had cal led ,'an ldea of the wortd in order not to be pre-

vaìled over by the wor'ld,s multitudinousness.,,l "An intel.lectual

deliverance," Arnold wrote elsewhere, "is the pecul iar demand of those

ages which are called modern." The need for such a deliverance had

ari sen

"because our pr€sent age exhibits to thejndjvidual man who contemplates .it the
spectacle of.a vast multitude of facts
awaiting and Ìnviting his comprehension.
The deliverance consists of man's comore-
hension of his present and past. It 'beg.ins

when our mind bègins to entär into possõssion
of those general ideas which are thè law of
this vast multitude of facts. It is perfect
when we have acquired that hannonious
acquiescence of mìnd which we feel in contem-
plating a grand spectacle that is intellìgible
to us; when llie have lost that inipatient
irritation of nind whìch ræ feel in the
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presence. of an inmense, movings confused
spectacle which while ìt perpetuaiìy excites
our curiosity, perpetually baffles our
comprehension."z

Pater's attempt to achieve a unity of be.ing such as that de_

scrìbed above by Arnold in lgSZ, associated his work with a particular
school of thought jn the last quarter of a century. H. Stuart Hughes

has described how one facet of European thought during this period was

characterized by "a revolt against positivism", by which term he

means "the whole tendency to discuss human behaviour in terms of
anaìogies drawn from natural science." In so doing the innovators of
this revolt "believed that they were casting off a spirituai yoke that
had been placed upon them.,,3 pater,s later work can be seen as part of
what Frank Milier Turner so aptty calrs the ,'Engrish contìngent in the

widespread late nineteenth-century protest against the pretensions of
science to dominate thought and cujture,,'4

ln addition to those ù,riters mentioned in the previous section,
this contingent inciuded authors rike Edward carpenter, George Bernard

Shaw, and Havelock Ellis. The cultural dilemma of these writers" as

of Pater, l4,as

"that they have outgrown the church as
exempl ifìed ìn Christìanity, but lvho have
not therefore been brought to deny the fact
that. a religious attitude to life-is as essential
to.them as a beiief jn the authenticiiy oi-
science. _These people have experienceä the
soul ,as vividly as the body, tiie body as vivídlv
as the soul. And the soul-ñas man.ifäste¿ iisãiito them in ways not to be expl.ained in termi
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either of traditional theoìogy or of
materi al i sm. ,'c

Although this statsnent was written as part of a portrait of

the followers of Jung in the lg20,s and '1930's, it perfec y charac-

terìzes the intellectual situation of pater and many of his contem-

porari es.

The soul had manifested itself to pater in the form of art.
During the 1830's the Tractarian movement under the leadership of

Newnan, Pusey and Keble had attempted to resist the "march of mind and

raiiways," the advance of Utit itarian and tJhìg reformers, by rebuiìding

the Church of England as a bastìon of Catholic orthodoxy. The pre-

Raphaelites and aesthetes of the second half of the nineteenth century

had to fight the same spir"it, during ìts triumphant period of scientific
ascendancy, in the name not of theology but of beauty and style. It
was the artistic values of l ife that pater, in common with Matthew

Arnold, John Ruskin, l,lil.liam Morris and Dante Gabriel Rossetti, tried
to preserve from the encroachments of science. Referring to what was

by .l873 
"a numerous sect among cultivated peopie,, who folIor,æd pater's

advice jn The Benaissance to bring "the aesthetic element closely and

vividly round daily Iife," John lvlor'ley wrote:

This more recent (than ùhe Tractarians) pagan
movement is (like) the Oxford Moirement. equally a protest against the mechanical
and graceless fonnal ism of the modern era,
equal 1y an attempt to find a substitute fór a
narrow popular creed in a return upon the
older manifestations of the human lpirit" and
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equally a craying for sornething harmonious

îîÍtlåiHåtttt 
about the bare línes or dailv

Morse peckham has renarked on the way all ideas were for pater

"instruments of adaption by which l4e adjust ourselves to the world.,,
This appl.ied equally whether the ideas concerned rcre metaphysical ,
theoìogical , or moral . ArÈ was the most successfuì of these ,,adaptionaì

illusions" because it gave ,'the h.ighest value to the disconnected
moments of the personality as they appear,,,7 Milton Millhauser also
stresses Pater's use of art as a defence against a rear worrd determined
by naturaristic ideas. pater's aesthet'icism expressed his ionging for
an ideai which the universe of Spencer and Huxley couìd not satisfy.
It offered a possibility ,,for pennanence, for certa.inty, behind the
dance of shadows amid which u/e move¡ for, at the very least, an ordered
and reasonable manner of ljfe, related somehow both to the soui,s needs

and to the truth. "8

But art was not mere.ly a defensive wall built up agaìnst
scientific naturalism. The chief tendency of pater,s thought was the
netamorphosís of aesthetic experience into a ne',,, kind of religion. In
one sense this was the Romantìc enphasis on the creative vision of the
imagination, writ iarge. As high priests of the curt of the imaginat.ion,
however, liordsworth, coreridge and she|rey had not been faced with the
seemingly onnipotent spectre of scìentific naturarisn, wh.i re ïennyson
and Matthew Arnold, although forced to acknowledge science, had never
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willingly accepted its ideas. Pater,s nost distjnctive attrìbute was

his wish to assimilate all of the various manifestations of the spirìt
of his oì/rn àge! as well as the spirìt of past ages .into hìs thought.

Despìte a personal timidity or reticence he shov,ed himserf in his work

to be unwilling to sacrifice any of the varieùy of the external or the

'intellectual world. Pater's words on the scholarship of pico della

Mjrandola are perhaps the aptest characterization of his owr¡ work:

"1,üith.its strange web of imagery, its quaint
conceits, its unexpected combinàtions ánd
subtle moral ìzìng, it is an element in the
local colour of a great age. It iìlustrates
also the faith of that age in alI oracies,ìts desire to hear al l voi ces, its generous
beiief that nothing which had ever interested
the human mind coutd wholìy lose .its vita1 .ity.,'v
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